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Abstract
Theory and numerical simulations suggest that submesoscale fronts
and filaments are subject to various types of instabilities, providing a
potentially important pathway for the downscale transport and dis-
sipation of mesoscale kinetic energy in the ocean. This thesis dis-
cusses the real-ocean relevance of these recent concepts based on
high-resolution turbulence microstructure and near-surface velocity
data from transient submesoscale upwelling filaments in the Benguela
upwelling system (South-East Atlantic). The focus of this study is
sharp submesoscale fronts located at the edge of the filaments, char-
acterized by persistent downfront winds, a strong frontal jet, and vig-
orous turbulence under different buoyancy forcing conditions. The
data measured in the presence of destabilizing surface forcing reveal
three distinct frontal stability regimes: forced symmetric instability
(SI) in a deep mixing layer region, inertial/symmetric instability (ISI)
on the anticyclonic side of the front, and marginal shear instability
on the cyclonic side. Dissipation rates in these regions agree quanti-
tatively and qualitatively with recent numerical simulations of forced
SI and ISI. For the first time, a dataset obtained under negligible net
buoyancy forcing has revealed an unforced SI in the surface bound-
ary layer, which is ignored in the current parameterizations. This
differs from the thermocline region, where turbulence inside a thin
mixing layer was driven by a cross-front inertial shear. Finally, a fur-
ther dataset obtained in the presence of stabilizing buoyancy forcing
reveals a complete shut-down of frontal instability, and that the turbu-
lence is controlled by surface forcing. The observations in this thesis
provide direct evidence for the relevance of forced/unforced SI, ISI,
and marginal shear instability for overall energy dissipation in subme-




Theorie und numerische Simulationen legen nahe, dass subme-
soskalige Fronten und Filamente verschiedener Arten von Instabil-
itäten unterliegen, was einen potenziell wichtigen Weg für den Trans-
port und die Dissipation von mesoskaliger kinetischer Energie im Ozean
darstellt. In dieser Arbeit wird die reale Ozeanrelevanz dieser neuen
Konzepte diskutiert, die auf hochauflösenden Turbulenzmikrostruktur-
und oberflächennahen Geschwindigkeitsdaten von transienten sub-
mesoskaligen Auftriebsfilamenten im Benguela-Auftriebssystem (Sü-
dostatlantik) basieren. Der Schwerpunkt dieser Studie liegt auf schar-
fen submesoskaligen Fronten am Rand des Filamente, die durch an-
haltende Winde, einen starken Frontalstrahl und starke Turbulenzen
unter verschiedenen Auftriebsbedingungen gekennzeichnet sind. Die
in Gegenwart eines destabilisierenden Oberflächenantriebs gemesse-
nen Daten zeigen drei unterschiedliche frontale Stabilitätsregime: erzwun-
gene symmetrische Instabilität (SI) in einer tiefen, gut durchmischten
Deckschicht und Trägheits/symmetrische Instabilität (ISI) auf der an-
tizyklonalen Seite der Front und marginale Scherinstabilität auf der
zyklonalen Seite. Die Dissipationsraten in diesen Regionen stimmen
quantitativ und qualitativ mit numerischen Simulationen von SI und
ISI überein. Der Datensatz, der unter vernachlässigbaren Auftriebsbe-
dingugen aufgenommen wurde, zeigt zum ersten Mal eine ungezwun-
gene SI in der Oberflächengrenzschicht, die bei der aktuellen Parametrisierun-
gen ignoriert wird. Dies unterscheidet sich von dem Bereich der Thermok-
line, in dem Turbulenzen innerhalb einer dünnen Mischschicht durch
Trägheitsscherung an der Vorderseite der Front angetrieben wurden.
Schließlich zeigt ein weiterer Datensatz, der in Gegenwart eines sta-
bilisierenden Auftriebsantriebs erhalten wurde, eine vollständige Ab-
schaltung der frontalen Instabilität und dass die Turbulenz durch Ober-
v
flächenantrieb gesteuert wird. Die Beobachtungen in dieser Arbeit
liefern direkte Belege für die Relevanz von erzwungener/ungezwungener
SI, ISI und marginaler Scherinstabilität für die Gesamtenergiedissipa-
tion in submesoskaligen Fronten und Filamenten.
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This thesis is an effort to gain a better understanding of submesoscale dynamics in
surface mixed layer fronts of the ocean. As this work is part of the interdisciplinary
project “Energy transfers in atmosphere and ocean” (TRR181), the main focus of this
thesis is energy transfer in the ocean, with special attention paid to submesoscale
frontal instabilities and associated energy dissipation. So far, relevant studies have
been largely based on theoretical and numerical modeling; observation-based studies
are still limited. Thus, this study will be carried out using turbulence and hydrographic
observations.
1.1. Background and motivation
Submesoscale fronts and filaments with typical evolutionary time scales of hours to
days are frequently observed at scales around 0.1-10 km in the surface boundary layer
(SBL) of the ocean and have been extensively studied in recent decades due to their
significant impact on the upper ocean (McWilliams, 2016; Mahadevan, 2016; Lévy
et al., 2018). The classical view of oceanic dynamical regimes covers a wide range
of processes, ranging from geostrophically-balanced motions, such as planetary scale
currents and mesoscale eddies, to gravity waves (e.g. Rossby waves), and ultimately
down to small-scale turbulence where kinetic energy is dissipated by viscous friction
(Olbers et al., 2012). The physical role of the submesoscale regime in this spectrum of
motions is not well understood at the moment.
Besides the unique temporal and length scales of submesoscale motions, it has been
shown that the submesoscale regime is also dynamically distinct from balanced mo-
1
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tions and small-scale turbulence as it is characterized by both Rossby numbers Ro = ζ/f
and Richardson numbers Ri = N2/S2 of O(1) (Thomas et al., 2008), where ζ is the ver-
tical component of the relative vorticity, f is the Coriolis parameter, and N2 and S2
are the square of the buoyancy frequency and the total velocity shear, respectively.
The spatial and temporal regime of submesocale motions relative to other more clas-
sical dynamical regimes of the ocean is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. This figure shows that
the submesoscale regime partly overlaps with internal-wave motions. Although their
scales are similar, the latter can be easily distinguished from submesoscale motions by
their special oscillatory and propagation properties(McWilliams, 2016).
Figure 1.1.: Schematic view of the space-time scales of the principle dynamical regimes in the
ocean including the submeoscale regime. Solid lines mark the dispersion relations
for linear gravity waves (upper set) and planetary waves (lower set) with internal
waves bounded by the Coriolis frequency f and the buoyancy frequencyN . Small-
scale turbulence is separated from gravity waves and submesoscale motions by
the Ozmidov scale Lo. This figure is a modified version from the proposal for a
large-scale German project cluster entitled “Energy transfers in atmosphere and
ocean” (TRR181), in which also this thesis is embedded.
Research is increasing on submesoscale dynamics, and one of the major areas of
interest is related to the large vertical velocities of O(100 m day−1) induced by sub-
mesoscale motions in the SBL (Mahadevan and Tandon, 2006). These motions signif-
icantly modify upper ocean properties through the vertical transport of physical and
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biogeochemical tracers, such as heat, salt, and dissolved gases. Previous studies have
also shown that this upward transport can bring nutrient-rich water from lower layers
up into the light-rich surface layer, allowing phytoplankton to photosynthesize (Lévy
et al., 2012; Mahadevan, 2016), thereby forming fertile fishing grounds (Snyder et al.,
2017). The downward transport, on the other hand, is capable of subducting dissolved
substances into the thermocline (e.g., Nagai et al., 2009; Lévy et al., 2010), leading
to a vigorous exchange of tracers between the atmosphere, ocean surface, and ocean
interior. These subductions are more effective on the cold side of fronts and filaments,
where the downward velocities are particularly intense (Gula et al., 2014).
Besides the effect of large vertical transport of the tracers, there is a large body
of literature on the study of SBL restratification generated by energetic submesoscale
flows (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Fox-Kemper and Ferrari, 2008; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008,
2011). These studies have shown that submesoscale fronts characterized by strong
lateral density gradients cause a slumping of the frontal isopycnals and thus lead to re-
stratification of the SBL on a timescale of days, which is more effective in restratifying
the SBL compared to geostrophic adjustment (Tandon and Garrett, 1995). Moreover,
Mahadevan (2016) suggested that there is a link between the shoaling of the SBL and
primary production, that is, phytoplankton that used to live in the light-limited lower
layers is now trapped in the light-rich surface layer by stratification.
As the work of this thesis is part of the large-scale German project cluster “Energy
transfers in atmosphere and ocean”, the major motivation of this thesis is the oceanic
forward energy cascade generated by submesoscale flows. It has long been recognized
that the large-scale circulation, forced by the planetary-scale frictional and buoyancy
fluxes at the surface, transfers energy toward mesoscale eddies through balanced in-
stability (Charney, 1971). Due to the balance constraint of the large-scale geostrophic
dynamics, i.e. the effect of Earth’s rotation and stratification, these balanced eddies
do not provide a route to dissipation, instead, energy is transferred back to large-
scale circulation. Thus, in principle, the energy of the balanced regime is conserved
in quasi-geostrophic approaches if (parameterized) direct energy losses, e.g. due to
bottom friction, are ignored. There is, however, increasing evidence from current
ocean models demonstrating that energy is typically lost from the system (Eden and
Greatbatch, 2008; Eden et al., 2014).
Xu et al. (2014) found significant temperature biases in climate models, especially
in the upwelling regions of the World Ocean, such as the Benguela and Peruvian up-
welling system in the Southern Hemisphere on which also this thesis will focus. Biases
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in the ocean components of present climate models have also been shown to signif-
icantly affect climate predictions (Lucarini and Ragone, 2011; Lucarini et al., 2014).
Such temperature biases in climate models may be, at least partly, related to an in-
correct representation of the energy cascade in the ocean, and it has been shown that
they cannot be eliminated by increased resolution alone (Harlass et al., 2015). There-
fore, it is crucial to have a complete understanding of how geostrophically-balanced
mesoscale energy is dissipated. As shown in this thesis, submesoscale motions play a
key role in this process.
1.2. Current state of understanding
1.2.1. Modeling
Recent theoretical and numerical studies have shown that submesoscale fronts and fil-
aments are thought to be generated by the frontogenesis via mesoscale advective de-
formation of a preexisting horizontal buoyancy gradient (Hoskins, 1982; Capet et al.,
2008), destabilizing Ekman transport driven by “downfront” winds (Thomas, 2005),
baroclinic instability of the weakly stratified SBL (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008), and/or
other processes related to, e.g., upwelling, differential mixing, and river plumes. It
has been shown these processes break the balance constraint of large-scale quasi-
geostrophic dynamics via frontogenesis and lead a downward transport of mesoscale
energy (McWilliams, 2016). These processes may be especially relevant in the SBL,
where other energy sinks such as bottom friction (Sen et al., 2008) and spontaneous
emission of internal gravity waves (Nikurashin and Ferrari, 2011; Nikurashin et al.,
2013), are likely less relevant.
A number of studies point to the importance of a special class of instabilities that
occur in stably stratified flows if the Ertel potential vorticity, q, and the Coriolis param-
eter, f , attain the opposite signs: fq < 0. As summarized by Thomas et al. (2013),
two distinct instabilities can be identified in this case: inertial/centrifugal instability,
observed in situations with anticyclonic relative vorticity ζ satisfying the condition
f(f + ζ) < 0, and symmetric instability (SI) that may occur in stably stratified baro-
clinic fronts if the absolute vorticity is cyclonic: f(f + ζ) > 0. Of the two, SI has been
studied more intensively as ocean fronts are usually located inside energetic hotspots
(like the Gulf Stream). These hotspots also have far-reaching effects in other (non-
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baroclinic) areas of the ocean, often drawing scientists’ attentions. It has been shown
that SI forms in the stably stratified SBL under destabilizing atmospheric forcing and
downfront winds (Thomas, 2005). Unlike other mixing processes in the SBL that draw
energy from winds, surface waves, or atmospheric buoyancy loss, SI grows at the ex-
pense of the kinetic energy from the balanced background flow (Taylor and Ferrari,
2010; Thomas and Taylor, 2010). Thus, it represents a sink of of balanced large-scale
energy, and may therefore trigger a forward energy cascade towards the dissipative
scales. In addition, another forward route is through ageostrophic anticyclonic insta-
bility (Molemaker et al., 2005; Müller et al., 2005; Barkan et al., 2015). This type of
instability is generated when f + ζ < Sst, where Sst = ((ux − vy)2 + (vx + uy)2)1/2 is
the strain rates, and u and v are horizontal velocity components. Note that the condi-
tions for ageostrophic anticyclonic instability are easier to satisfy than the conditions
of inertial instability (f + ζ < 0).
However, these submesoscale instabilities themselves are not responsible for dissi-
pation as the scales of their structures are still too large to be directly associated with
viscous dissipation. This gap between submesoscale motions and small-scale turbu-
lence is also visible in the dynamical regimes shown in Figure 1.1. Based on evidence
from large eddy simulations of SI, Taylor and Ferrari (2009) suggested that the final
step towards the scales of three-dimensional turbulence and dissipation is bridged by
secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities. By now, with the above arguments in
mind, the oceanic energy routes can be summarized visually as shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2.: Schematic of the forward energy cascade between oceanic dynamical regimes
from large-scale forcing to dissipation.
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1.2.2. Observations
While a growing body of work from theoretical and numerical models suggests that
submesoscale dynamics play a major role in the dissipation of mesoscale energy, observation-
based research, required to test the real-ocean relevance of the recent concepts de-
scribed above, is still largely lacking. Despite submesoscale features being ubiquitous
in the open ocean, field observations on submesoscale dynamics and associated energy
dissipation in the SBL is notoriously challenging. On the one hand, the unique spatial
and temporal scales of submesoscale motions are too small for many satellites and too
quick for ship surveys. On the other hand, a full suite of physical processes in the SBL
are known to dominate near-surface mixing processes as illustrated in Figure 1.3, such
as convection, the breaking of gravity waves, and wind-driven turbulence, to name a
few (Sullivan and McWilliams, 2010). This makes it difficult to separate turbulence
associated with submesoscale motions from other processes.
Recent field studies including turbulence microstructure observations have con-
firmed that submesoscale fronts are regions of enhanced mixing (e.g., Nagai et al.,
2009, 2012; Johnston et al., 2011). However, comprehensive investigations that com-
bine turbulence and hydrographic data at resolutions sufficient to resolve the extreme
gradients in narrow and quickly evolving submesoscale fronts are still largely missing
from the literature. A notable exception is the study of frontal instability and mixing in
the Kuroshio Current by D’Asaro et al. (2011), who combined ship-based observations
with turbulence data from a tracked Lagrangian float drifting along with the frontal
jet. They were the first to conclusively show that enhanced energy dissipation found
in a narrow frontal region was generated by forced symmetric instability, and scaled
with the Ekman buoyancy flux. A follow-up study in a Gulf Stream front using similar
instrumentation (Thomas et al., 2016) arrived at the same conclusions, however, with
the caveat that near-inertial waves may induce transient modifications.
In very recent years, important insights into the SI-induced turbulence were gained
from a state of the art combination of oceanic instruments and airborne observations
in the North Wall of the Gulf Stream (Savelyev et al., 2018). An interesting outcome
of this study was the staircase signature of the coherent structures associated with SI
turbulence, which were distinctly larger than the structures associated with Langmuir
circulation. The decay timescale of kinetic energy from the background flow due to SI
was estimated to be of O(hours). This study was the first to directly show the surface
temperature field of SI-induced turbulence without exhibiting the conditions for SI
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that were fulfilled. Another novel study was based on a combination of autonomous
instruments and multiple mooring observations in a transient front, which argued that
the occurrence of symmetric instability in a quiescent open-ocean environment can be
seen as representative of a substantial fraction of the global ocean (Yu et al., 2019).
So far, there are only a few studies available and none of them showed the vertical
structure of SI-induced turbulence. This is the main gap that this thesis dedicates to
closing.
Figure 1.3.: Sketch of dominant mixing processes in the SBL, all of which are associated with
small-scale turbulence. These include from left to right: inertial oscillations, con-
vection, submesoscale frontal instabilities, Langmuir turbulence, ocean waves,
and wind mixing. Also indicated are the internal waves near the inertial and
buoyancy frequencies, respectively, that may be triggered by motions in the SBL.
This figure is modified from the proposal for the project “Energy transfers in at-
mosphere and ocean” (TRR181).
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1.3. Thesis objectives and outline
The objective of this thesis is to expand the understanding of submesoscale dynamics
in the SBL and associated frontal instabilities that are potential pathways of downscale
transport of mesoscale energy. The state of the art of the theory of frontal instability
and energy dissipation that forms the starting point of this study is revisited in Chapter
2. Motivated by the large biases in climate models that frequently appear in upwelling
regions (Xu et al., 2014), the Benguela upwelling system was selected as the study
area. A unique combination of turbulence and velocity measurements were designed
to overcome the challenges of observing narrow and quickly evolving submesoscale
fronts. General information concerning the research cruise, the study area, the de-
ployed instruments, and the methods of data analysis are summarized in Chapter 3.
The investigation of potential conduits of a forward energy cascade under destabiliz-
ing surface forcing was accepted in May 2020 by the Journal of Physical Oceanography
in an article entitled "Frontal instability and energy dissipation in a submesoscale up-
welling filament". The analysis and main results of this study are described in Chapter
4 of this thesis. So far, unpublished results from a different submesoscale filament are
described in Chapter 5, focusing on the effect of varying surface forcing on SBL insta-
bility. Finally, a summary of the main contributions of this thesis to the understanding
of frontal instability and energy dissipation in submesoscale fronts, as well as some
suggestions for future research is provided in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2.
Theory
This chapter summarizes the state of the art regarding the theoretical description of
frontal instability and energy dissipation, required to understand the core Chapters 4
and 5 of this thesis. Some parts of this summary are described in a similar form in the
publication by Peng et al. (2020).
2.1. Frontogenesis
The classical view is that fronts and filaments are quickly intensified by frontogenesis
induced by a quasi-geostrophic mesoscale strain field, sharpening lateral density gra-
dients and accelerating the frontal jet, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 (note that the sketch
has adapted to the southern hemisphere, where f < 0). The time scale of this forma-
tion process is of the order of a few days (Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972). There is
increasing evidence from recent numerical studies that late-stage submesoscale fron-
togenesis is affected, or even dominated, by an ageostrophic secondary overturning
circulation that is tightly connected to strong vertical velocities and vertical turbulent
mixing (Mahadevan and Tandon, 2006; Gula et al., 2014; McWilliams et al., 2015).
However, the fronts generated by mesoscale straining are inefficient in transferring
energy toward smaller scale and dissipation because of the balance constraint of the
large-scale quasi-geostrophic dynamics (Lévy et al., 2012). One way to promote fron-
togenesis is via surface forcing, as suggested by Thomas (2005). When the winds
blow in the direction of the frontal jet, a cross-front Ekman transport is triggered, in-
tensifying the front by transporting dense water over light water, that prevents further
slumping of the frontal isopycnals due to the ageostrophic secondary overturning cir-
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culation. This point is considered further in Section 2.3 below.
Figure 2.1.: Sketch of the classical view of frontogenesis for the southern hemisphere: The
horizontal mesoscale straining (red) creates a confluent density front, intensifying
the geostrophic sheared currents in the alongfront direction (blue), and inducing
a secondary circulation that tends to flatten tilted isopycnals (green). The cross-
front x, alongfront y, and vertical z current speeds that are denoted as u, v and
w. This coordinate system of a two-dimensional front (assuming no variations in
y direction) will be frequently used in the following.
In the real-ocean, submesoscale fronts can be briefly categorized into persistent
fronts and ephemeral fronts. There is a rich literature on the study of persistent
fronts, showing that these fronts are associated with persistent large-scale boundary
currents, such as the Kuroshio (D’Asaro et al., 2011; Nagai et al., 2012) and Gulf
Stream (Thomas et al., 2013, 2016). These studies have shown that if seasonal winds
are directed in the downfront direction, they drive a cross-front Ekman transport, due
to which the front sharpens, the near-surface stratification decreases, and the frontal
jet strengthens. These observations reveal that the entire process of frontogenesis can
be completed by surface forcing alone without any support from mesoscale straining,
which is different from the classical view of frontogenesis.
Ephemeral fronts, on the other hand, are often observed in upwelling regions
(Thomsen et al., 2016; Köhn et al., 2017; Dräger-Dietel et al., 2018) and river plumes
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(Jay et al., 2009; Ramachandran et al., 2018). Unlike the fronts in large-scale current
systems, this type of fronts is more unpredictable in terms of location and time since
they are continuously forming, moving and dissipating. The frontogenesis of such
fronts requires a more complex process that inextricably links with mesoscale strain-
ing, surface forcing, and baroclinic instability. E.g., Peng et al (2020) revealed the
possibility of incorporated working of both downfront winds and mesoscale straining
on the intensification of a density front based on observations.
2.2. Classification of frontal instability
Summarizing the conditions for inertial and symmetric instabilities in stably stratified
flows, Thomas et al. (2013) pointed out that these types of instability are expected to
occur if the Ertel PV, q, and the Coriolis parameter, f , have opposite signs:
fq = f(f k̂ + ∇ × u) ·∇b < 0, (2.1)
where k̂ is the upward unit vector, ∇ is the gradient operator, u = (u,v,w) is the
velocity vector, and b = −gρθ/ρ0 the buoyancy, here defined based on the gravitational
acceleration g, the potential density ρθ, and the reference density ρ0 = 1026 kg m−3.
The PV can be decomposed into vertical and baroclinic components, qζ and qbc, and
(2.1) can thus be rewritten as
fq = f(qζ + qbc) < 0. (2.2)
The first component is associated with vertical vorticity and stratification,
qζ = (f + ζ)N2, (2.3)
where ζ = k̂ · (∇×u) is the vertical component of the relative vorticity, and N2 = ∂b/∂z




















Two types of instability are generally distinguished in stably stratified flows with
negative fq: SI is expected to occur for |fqbc| > fqζ with fqζ > 0 (absolute vorticity is
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cyclonic), whereas flows with fqζ < 0 are susceptible to inertial/centrifugal instability
(Thomas et al., 2013).
For a two-dimensional front, using the coordinate system defined in Figure 2.1,










where we introduced M2 = −∂b/∂x to denote the cross-front buoyancy gradient.
Note that following the definition of the cross-front x-coordinate, M2 > 0 is generally
true inside the frontal region. From (2.2) and (2.5), it is clear that cyclonic shear
has a stabilizing tendency, whereas, at least in geostrophically balanced fronts with
fqbc = −M4, the baroclinic term is always destabilizing. As shown in Chapters 4 and
5 below, both effects are generally important in this study.
2.3. Forced symmetric instability
2.3.1. Destabilizing surface forcing
Thomas (2005) argued that SI can only be sustained by an upward PV flux through
the sea surface, permanently draining PV from the SBL. He showed that conditions are
favorable for such “forced” SI (FSI) if the sum of the atmospheric buoyancy flux, B0,






is positive: B0 + BE > 0 (here, τwy denotes the downfront component of the wind
stress). FSI can thus only persist if the net surface forcing acts to gravitationally desta-
bilize the SBL, either by a destabilizing atmospheric buoyancy flux (e.g., cooling) or
by a cross-front Ekman transport that moves dense water on top of lighter water, as
illustrated in Figure 2.2 (Note that this example has been adapted to the southern
hemisphere, where f < 0)
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Figure 2.2.: A visualized schematic of SI overturns under destabilizing surface forcing (B0 +
BE > 0) for the Southern Hemisphere. Downfront winds τwy drive a cross-front
Ekman transport ME = τwy /ρ0f (blue arrow) that lifts dense water over light wa-
ter, reduces the stratification and PV near the surface, and drives the flow toward
an SI-unstable state. The resulting SI overturning cells act along isopycnals (color
planes) to extract kinetic energy from the background flow, leading to a down-
scale transport of kinetic energy towards small-scale turbulence and dissipation.
This figure is modified from Bachman et al. (2017).
2.3.2. Forced SI layer
From idealized numerical simulations of FSI, Taylor and Ferrari (2010) describe a
turbulent low-PV layer of thickness H as an extension of the classical concept of the
“mixed layer”. This low-PV layer is composed of two sublayers with distinct vertical
structure and dynamics, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. They found that the upper part
of the low-PV layer is characterized by a well-mixed region of thickness h, in which
turbulence is directly driven by surface forcing, as in classical convection. Underneath
this convective layer, a forced SI layer was shown to develop, under the obvious ge-
ometrical constraint that h/H < 1. Different from the convective layer, the forced SI
layer is characterized by significant stable stratification.
Taylor and Ferrari (2010) derived an implicit relation for the convective layer
depth,











Figure 2.3.: Illustration of the two-layer structure of the near-surface region at a density front
(M2 > 0) under convection (B0 > 0) from a simulation of Taylor and Ferrari
(2010). The evolution of the normalized buoyancy frequency and isopycnals cor-
responding to this scenario are shown in background gray shading and contours,
respectively. This figure is modified from Taylor and Ferrari (2010).
where c ≈ 14 is a model constant, and αe and βe are two entrainment parameters.
That latter are not well constrained but have been shown to play only a relatively
small role (Taylor and Ferrari, 2010). In this thesis, following Thomas et al. (2013),
αe = βe = 0 is assumed. For the data analysis in later chapters, the vertical thickness
H of the low-PV layer was identified with the near-surface region with negative fq (if
existing). This definition of the low-PV layer thickness H has the advantages that it
does not require any modeling assumptions, avoids the assignment of an (arbitrary)
threshold for “low” PV, and is directly connected to the stability condition in (2.2).
A sharp increase of fq for z < −H was generally found, such that practically little
ambiguity arises about the thickness of the low-PV layer.
2.3.3. Modeled SI dissipation rate
Taylor and Ferrari (2010) identified from large eddy simulations that the geostrophic
shear production, P = 〈v′w′〉M2/f , and the negative buoyancy production, G = 〈w′b′〉,
act as a sink of kinetic energy of the geostrophic background flow. The Reynolds
average and the deviations from the Reynolds average are denoted as 〈 · 〉 and the
primes, respectively. Moreover, they derived a relation between P +G and the external
forcing using frontal parameters. Based on this work, Thomas and Taylor (2010)
showed that the rate at which FSI extracts kinetic energy from the background flow
scales with B0 + BE, and linearly decreases from B0 + BE at the surface to zero at the
bottom of the low-PV layer.
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To derive this important result, the first step is to start from the linearized form of
the cross- and along-front momentum equations:
∂u
∂t





























where the coordinate system defined in Figure 2.1 has been adopted, and the kine-
matic viscosity ν are introduced. The linearized version of the transport equation for
buoyancy, that can be derived from the T and S equations, can be written as:
∂b
∂t











where the molecular diffusivity of buoyancy νb, which corresponds to either the molec-
ular diffusivity of temperature νθ or the molecular diffusivity of salinity νS, and the
local buoyancy gain due to absorption of solar radiation Ib = αgQSW /ρ0Cp (in m2
s−3) as the only external source, in which thermal expansion coefficient α, short-wave
solar radiation QSW (in W m−2), and the heat capacity at constant pressure Cp ≈
4000 (J kg−1 K−1), are introduced. Note that the last term with Ib only appears if b has
been derived from the temperature equation.
Then, assuming stationarity in (2.8) and only considering two-dimensional fronts
(no variations in the alongfront direction y) as defined in Figure 2.1, we have ∂v/∂t








The Coriolis force is balanced by viscous and turbulent stress, which is also known
as the turbulent Ekman balance. Multiplying (2.10) by M2/f and integrating the



















where ν∂v/∂z at the surface is replaced by τwy /ρ0, and 〈v′w′〉 = 0 at the surface as
w′ = 0, assuming the absence of surface waves. Inserting the shear production P =
〈v′w′〉M2/f and the Ekman buoyancy flux BE = −τwy M2/ρ0f and neglecting the last
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u dz − P = −BE (2.12)























where 〈w′b′〉 = 0 at the surface where w′ = 0. Adding (2.12) and (2.13) and using












|z=0 + G, (2.14)
where the terms involving the diffusivity and Ib at z are ignored, assuming that all
solar radiation is absorbed at the surface. Now, recalling that the second term on
the right hand side of (2.14) corresponds to the atmospheric buoyancy flux B0 =
−(νb∂b/∂z + Ib), (2.14) can be re-written as






Taylor and Ferrari (2010) showed it is often justified to assume that ∂b/∂t is con-
stant across the low-PV layer, thus the last term on the right hand side of (2.15) can
be written as −(∂b/∂t)z. Now, recalling (2.9) and integrating again but now across





















where the same assumptions are also made here so that Ib at z = −H and 〈w′b′〉 at
the surface are neglected. Following Taylor and Ferrari (2010), using the entrainment
parameters at z = −H, αe = (〈w′b′〉 − νb∂b/∂z)/(B0 + BE) and βe = (−M 2τwy /ρ0f +
M2
∫ 0




= (−1 + αe + βe)(B0 + BE). (2.17)
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Replacing the last term of (2.15) by (2.17), yields
P + G = (B0 + BE) −
z
H
(−1 + αe + βe)(B0 + BE). (2.18)
Following Thomas et al. (2013), assuming αe = βe = 0, (2.18) can be simplified as the
following expression




This expression shows that the production rate at which FSI extracts kinetic energy
from the background flow scales with surface buoyancy fluxes, and linearly decreases
from B0 + BE at the surface to zero at the bottom of the low-PV layer. Assuming that
this energy is locally dissipated, and the flow is quasi-steady state (ε = P + G), the




A modified version of (2.20) that only takes the forced SI layer (−H < z < −h) into







where (1 − h
H
)2 is the modification factor. This result will be used largely below when
comparing the turbulence observations to the model of Thomas and Taylor (2010).
So far, only a few studies have tested the above parameterization for the scaling
of SI dissipation rate in both numerical and observational approaches (Thomas and
Taylor, 2010; D’Asaro et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2016). It is still unclear how SI-
turbulence behaves if B0 and BE < 0, or if the wind is predominately in the cross-front
direction. At the moment, the models ignore SI-induced mixing if B0 + BE ≤ 0, e.g.
Bachman et al. (2017).
2.4. Inertial/symmetric instability
Different from the classical view that SI grows at the expense of the background kinetic
energy, Grisouard (2018) recently argued that inertial/symmetric instability (denoted
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as ISI in the following) may also exchange potential energy between the instability
and the background flow in finite-width fronts. The focus of the study by Grisouard
(2018) were SBL instabilities growing inside a region with fq < 0 and ζ/f ≈ −1 on
the anticyclonic side of an idealized, finite-width front.
From a series of numerical experiments, three phases of the growth of ISI were
identified: (i) during the initial phase, the fasted growing perturbations were aligned
with the tilted isopycnals, as theoretically predicted for SI in an unbounded domain;
(ii) for finite-width fronts, however, the cross-front velocities associated with the grow-
ing instability eventually induced isopycnal displacements and even density overturns,
as shown in Figure 5 of Grisouard (2018); (iii) potential energy from the background
flow converts into the ageostrophic perturbations, resulting in energy dissipation. This
regime, so far, has rarely been investigated in field observations.
2.5. Turbulence parameters
A series of turbulence parameters, describing the characteristics of turbulence and mix-
ing, required to understand the analysis in the following of this thesis, are summarized
in the following.
2.5.1. Monin-Obukhov scale
The Classical Monin-Obukhov scale, LMO = u3∗/κB0, vertically separates regions of
shear-driven turbulence (z > −|LMO|) from the deeper parts of the SBL where buoy-
ancy effects become important. The friction velocity, u∗ =
√
|τw|/ρ0, is computed from
the wind stress τw, and κ = 0.4 denotes the von Kármán constant. A negative LMO
appears when the surface is heated, indicating the SBL is stabilizing, and vice versa
for the cooling conditions. Note that at dawn and dusk when the heat flux across zero,
LMO becomes infinite.
Considering the effect of the Ekman buoyancy flux BE in the presence of a front,
the impact of surface buoyancy fluxes on SBL turbulence can be quantified with the
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The Ozmidov scale, LO = (ε/N3)1/2, approximates the largest size of turbulent over-
turns in stratified turbulence. Comparing the Ozmidov scale with the wall-layer scale,
l = κ|z| (with κ = 0.4) shows if turbulent overturns are limited by stratification or
by the presence of the free surface, respectively. E.g., for LO > κ|z|, the overturning
scales are likely controlled by the proximity of the surface rather than by stratification.
2.5.3. Richardson number













has been widely used as an indicator for shear instability (Ri < 1/4). If the Richardson
number fluctuates around the critical value for shear instability, the flow is often said
to be in a state of “marginal stability”, e.g. Smyth and Moum (2013).
Chapter 3.
Study area, instruments and methods
3.1. Study area: the Benguela upwelling system
The Benguela upwelling system, located in the south-eastern Atlantic Ocean off the
Namibian coast, is one of the major upwelling systems of the global ocean. Upwelling
in this region is linked to predominantly equatorward winds along the coast, and tends
to be governed by strong spatial and temporal variability of the wind field (Risien
et al., 2004). A regional overview (Figure 3.1) shows that mesoscale and submesoscale
eddies, filaments, and fronts are ubiquitous in the Benguela system, providing an ideal
environment for this study.
The focus of this thesis were two distinct filaments: (i) a freshly forming upwelling
filament in the vicinity of the Lüderitz upwelling cell, one of the most energetic up-
welling hotspots of the Benguela system (Shannon and Nelson, 1996). The filament
evolved out of the main upwelling front in a region associated with strong mesoscale
activity; (ii) a longer filament with a zonal extent of approximately 300 km off the
Namibian coast (black boxes in Figure 3.1a). These experimental sites are located at
approximately 14◦E, 27◦S, and 12◦E, 27◦S, respectively, with local depths of roughly
400 m and 4000 m, respectively. Note that the filaments in the outer and near-coastal
region (Figure 3.1a) will be denoted as “FO” and “FC”, respectively, throughout the
entire thesis. Winds were around 10 m s−1, directed equatorward along the coast with
little spatial variability, thus providing stable conditions for coastal upwelling. The
local inertial period is Tf = −2π/f = 26.5 hours, where f = −6.6 × 10−5 rad s−1 is
the Coriolis parameter.
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Figure 3.1.: (a) Overview map of the Benguela upwelling system with satellite SST (in color),
geostrophic currents calculated from the SSH data (black arrows), and wind field
(gray arrows), all from 01 December 2016. The experimental sites (black box)
and the main ship transects (black line) are marked. (b) and (c) Expanded view
of the study area for Chapter 5 with satellite SST from 28 November 2016 and
02 December 2016, respectively. Also shown are ship-based SST measurements
(colored markers) along the ship track of transects FO1 and FO2 (see Table 3.1),
respectively. The frontal coordinate system (in gray) is rotated by φ1 = 9 ◦ and
φ2 = 22 ◦ with respect to the alongtrack direction s for transects FO1 and FO2,
respectively. The red arrow indicates the wind speed, averaged over the transect.
(d) as (b) and (c) but now for Chapter 4 with satellite SST from 06 December
2016. Additional shown is near-surface velocities (arrows) along the ship track
of transect FC3. The frontal coordinate system (in gray) is rotated by φ3 = 16.2 ◦
with respect to the alongtrack direction s.
The key components of the ship-based observations were high-resolution turbu-
lence microstructure and near-surface velocity measurements, obtained from 28 Novem-
ber to 07 December 2016 during a cruise with R/V Meteor. These measurements were
carried out on six repeated transects across the filaments, either from continuous “tow-
yo” profiling from the slowly cruising ship (transects FO1, FO2, FC3, and FC4) or from
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the drifting ship near fixed stations distributed along the transect (transects FC1 and
FC2), as summarized in Table 3.1. Transects FC1 - FC4 were acquired across the
freshly forming filament on the shelf (Figure 3.1c) while transect FO2 was obtained
across filament FO in the outer region (Figure 3.1b). Transect FO1 was measured
at the tail of filament FO (westernmost transect in Figure 3.1a) for comparison with
transect FO2 as their sea-surface structures were similar.
Table 3.1.: Summary of measurements during the six cross-filament transects. FS: measure-
ments at “fixed stations” along the transect. CS: “continuous” measurements along
the transect. The last column indicates the availability of ADCP data from the
towed research catamaran, CADCP, (data from the vessel-mounted ADCP were al-
ways available).
Transect Nr. Time (UTC) Type CADCP
FO1 2016-11-28 09:13 − 2016-11-28 17:58 CS No
FO2 2016-12-02 01:56 − 2016-12-02 10:33 CS No
FC1 2016-12-04 12:07 − 2016-12-04 17:32 FS No
FC2 2016-12-05 16:15 − 2016-12-06 04:28 FS No
FC3 2016-12-06 15:22 − 2016-12-07 01:38 CS Yes
FC4 2016-12-07 14:47 − 2016-12-07 20:48 CS No
3.2. Instruments
3.2.1. Turbulence microstructure profiler
Stratification and mixing data were obtained with the help of an MSS90-L turbulence
microstructure profiler from ISW (Germany), equipped with two airfoil shear probes
for turbulence measurement, a fast-response thermistor, a Seapoint turbidity sensor,
and precision CTD sensors from Sea & Sun Technology (Germany). The free-falling
profiler was balanced for a sinking speed of 0.6-0.7 m s−1, yielding a 100-m profile
every 5-6 minutes. Microstructure profiling was performed in a “tow-yo” mode from
the stern of the ship while slowly [speed: 1-2 kn, (1 kn ≈ 0.51 m s−1)] cruising
against wind and waves. This resulted in an effective horizontal profile spacing of a
few hundred meters, depending on ship speed.
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Microstructure data, collected at 1024 Hz, were averaged down to 256 Hz for noise
reduction before further processing. Data from the CTD sensors were then averaged
into 0.1-m vertical bins, and converted into conservative temperature, Θ, and absolute
salinity, SA, according to the international TEOS-10 standard for seawater (Millero
et al., 2008; Feistel et al., 2010). The energy dissipation rate, ε, was estimated by
integrating shear spectra across the dissipative subrange inside half-overlapping 256-
point windows:




where ν denotes eddy viscosity (typical value: 10−6 m2 s−1), S(k) the shear spectra,
and k the corresponding wave number. The lower wave number k1 is fixed at 2 cpm
(cycles per meter) suggested by the length of the profiler while the upper wave number
k2 for integration was found iteratively as a function of the Kolmogorov wave number
with a correction for lost variance as described in Moum et al. (1995). The noise
level is ε ≈ 10−9 W kg−1. These dissipation rate estimates were then averaged into
0.5-m vertical bins. As the upper meters of the water column is likely affected by the
presence of the ship, data above 5 m depth are not shown in the following, and data
above 10 m are excluded from the analysis.
3.2.2. Velocity measurements
Horizontal velocities were obtained from a vessel-mounted 75-kHz ADCP (RDI Workhorse,
Ocean Surveyor), sampling the water column in 8-m vertical bins at 1 Hz. With the
uppermost bin located at 17.5 m depth, this instrument was not able to provide ve-
locity data in the important near-surface region, where the core of the frontal jet was
located. The ship-based velocity measurements were therefore complemented by data
from a downward-looking 300 kHz broad-band ADCP (RDI Workhorse), mounted on a
5.5-m research catamaran that was towed at a distance of 100-150 m behind the ship,
in parallel with the microstructure measurements. This instrument sampled the up-
per part of the water column at 2-s intervals in 2-m vertical bins with the uppermost
bin located 4.5 m below the surface. The catamaran was equipped with a remote-
controlled rudder, allowing it to be laterally steered out of the ship’s wake in order to
obtain near-surface velocity data that were undisturbed by ship effects. It turns out
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to be a useful tool to investigate near-surface processes as the mixed layer was only a
few tens of meters thick in the two study areas.
As acoustic bottom tracking data were not available due to the large water depth,
the speed over the ground was estimated based on GPS data that were available inde-
pendently on both platforms (R/V Meteor and the research catamaran). Velocity data
from both ADCPs were averaged over intervals of 120 s and rotated into the alongfront
and cross-front directions as described below. The data processing for the catamaran-
mounted ADCP is described in Appendix B. A comparison of velocity data from both
ADCPs in the overlapping depth range between 17.5 m and 73.5 m showed excellent
agreement (see Appendix B).
3.2.3. Near-surface CTD measurements
In order to locate upwelling filaments, R/V Meteor’s thermosalinograph measurements
were monitored closely and combined with information from satellite sea surface tem-
perature data. Alongtrack near-surface temperatures at 10-s intervals were obtained
from an SBE38 temperature sensor (SeaBird, USA) mounted at 2 m depth inside the
hull of the ship. Near-surface salinity data, provided by a SBE21 thermosalinograph,
were corrected based on the near-surface salinity from microstructure data for consis-
tency.
3.2.4. Atmospheric data
A ship-board weather station, operated by the German Weather Service (DWD), pro-
vided continuous meteorological data during the entire cruise. These included wind
speed and direction, air temperature and pressure, shortwave and longwave radiation,
and humidity, all at approximately 35 m height. These data were used to estimate the
cross-front and downfront components of the wind stress, τwx and τ
w
y , and the net up-
ward heat flux (or net ocean heat loss) Qnet = QSW + QLW + QS + QL, using the
COARE 3.5 routines (Fairall et al., 2003; Edson et al., 2013). Here, −QSW is the net
downward shortwave radiation, and QLW = QoutLW − QinLW the net upward longwave
radiation, calculated from the difference between the outgoing longwave radiation,
QoutLW , and the observed downward longwave radiation, Q
in
LW . The former was esti-
mated using the Stefan-Boltzman law (with an emissivity of 0.985), using ship-based
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SST measurements (Köhn et al., 2017). The sensible and latent heat losses, QS and
QL, were calculated from the COARE 3.5 bulk formulas.
For the subsequent analysis, the atmospheric buoyancy flux was calculated as B0 =
αgQnetρ
−1C−1p , where α denotes thermal expansion coefficient, g the gravitational ac-
celeration, ρ the density of seawater, and Cp = 4000 (J kg−1 K−1) the specific heat
of water. Positive B0 denotes buoyancy loss. The contribution of precipitation to the
buoyancy flux was neglected as there was virtually no rainfall during the measure-
ments.
3.2.5. Satellite data
Daily SST data at 1 km resolution, provided by the Ocean Biology Processing Group
(OBPG, http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov), and sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) at
25 km resolution, taken from AVISO (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/), were used for
the detection of fronts and filaments (see Appendix A for the accuracy of the SSH
data). Infrared SST data were strongly affected by clouds during large parts of the
main ship-based transect measurements (02-07 December 2016). However, a virtually
cloud-free scene of the entire study area could be obtained just a few days before
the main measurements (01 December), as shown in Figure 3.1a. For the wind field,
daily ASCAT data with 0.25◦ grid resolution from the Asia-Pacific Data-Research Center
(http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/) were used.
3.3. Methods
3.3.1. Front-based coordinate system
For the subsequent analysis, rotated coordinate systems were introduced for each of
the cross-front transects with the cross-front and alongfront directions denoted as x
and y, respectively, as indicated in Figure 3.1b, c, and d. For filament FO, the coordi-
nate system for transects FO1 and FO2 were chosen such that the alongfront direction
was aligned with the southern front, as suggested by the available SST data (Fig-
ure 3.1b and c). This resulted in an angle of 81◦ and 63◦ between the x-axis and
the East direction for transects FO1 and FO2, respectively. This implies φ1 =9◦ and
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φ2 =22◦for the angle between the x-axis and the alongtrack direction s for transects
FO1 and FO2, respectively (Figure 3.1b and c). For filament FC, a large offset between
satellite and ship-board measurements from the transect FC3 (see Table 3.1) makes
the front-based coordinate system difficult to define based on SST data alone. Al-
ternatively, near-surface velocities along the main transect FC3 (Figure 3.1d) shows a
remarkably strong frontal jet associated with the south-western front with near-surface
velocities exceeding 1 m s−1. The alongfront direction y was therefore aligned with the
frontal jet, based on near-surface velocities along the main transect FC3. This resulted
in an angle of 61.3◦ between the x-axis and the East direction and thus, φ3 =16.2◦ for
the angle between the x-axis and the alongtrack direction s (Figure 3.1d).
For all the coordinate systems, the origin of the cross-front coordinate, x = 0, is
collocated with the maximum cross-front density gradient at the surface. All data
measured along the ship track were projected onto their cross-front coordinate x, as-
suming homogeneity in the y-direction. Similarly, gradients along the ship track were
converted into cross-front gradients using the relation ∂/∂s = cos φ ∂/∂x. Vectorial
quantities pointing into the cross- and alongfront directions are denoted by the sub-
scripts x and y, respectively, except for the cross-front and alongfront current speeds
that are referred to as u and v.
3.3.2. Data averaging procedure
To investigate the stability properties and turbulence of the two filaments, the region-
averaged cross- and alongfront velocities u and v were computed by averaging the raw
(catamaran-based) velocity profiles at 2-m vertical resolution over each of the selected
regions, respectively (see Figure 4.4d and Figure 5.6d). Similarly, region-averaged
density profiles were computed at 0.1-m vertical resolution, based on the available
microstructure casts inside these regions. These profiles were vertically filtered with
a centered 2-m box filter to obtain representative density, ρ, and buoyancy, b, pro-
files at a resolution comparable to the velocity data. This becomes important when
vertical density and velocity gradients are quantitatively compared, e.g. in terms of
non-dimensional parameters like the gradient Richardson number Ri = N2/S2 (see
Section 2.5.3).
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and the buoyancy frequency, N2 = ∂b/∂z, by vertical finite differencing. The region-
averaged vertical vorticity, ζ = ∂v/∂x, and cross-front buoyancy gradient, M2 =
−∂b/∂x, were computed from averaging the cross-front gradients over each of the
selected subregions, respectively (e.g. Figure 4.4d)
Chapter 4.
Frontal instability and energy
dissipation under destabilizing surface
forcing
This chapter is focused on frontal instability and associated turbulence in the upwelling
filament FC in the near-coastal region under destabilizing surface forcing. Highlights
from the transects FC1 - FC4 (see Figure 3.1a,d) corresponding to this filament will be
presented in the following. Parts of the results presented here are already published
in the Journal of Physical Oceanography in an article entitled “Frontal instability and
energy dissipation in a submesoscale upwelling filament” (Peng et al., 2020). My
contributions included: (i) the development of the general paper strategy, (ii) the
entire data analysis, (iii) the design and generation of all figures, and (iv) the writing
of the inital version of the manuscript. Findings from other studies are clearly marked
and referred to. There is no conflicting interest with the co-authors of the above
mentioned publication.
4.1. Filament evolution and structure
The spatial evolution of filament FC for the period 28 November - 07 December 2016
is shown in Figure 4.1. These satellite-based observation were complemented by four
cross-filament transects (FC1-FC4, see Table 3.1) that were obtained on 04-07 Decem-
ber 2016, as shown in Figure 4.2. All these transects exactly followed the alongtrack
coordinate s shown in Figure 3.1d, although with different start and end points, re-
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spectively. Data measured along the ship track were then projected onto the cross-front
direction x as described in Section 3.3.1. Note that the local coordinate system, based
on transect FC3 (Figure 3.1d), remains fixed for all four transects to more clearly
illustrate the relative motion of the front.
Based on the spatial pattern and vertical isopycnal structure of the filament, the
entire evolutionary process was divided into three stages: 28 November - 04 December
(formation stage), 05-06 December (mature stage), and 07 December (decay stage).
Figure 4.1.: Sequence of satellite-based SST snapshots (all obtained around midday), SSHA
(black contour lines at 0.01 m intervals), and surface wind field (vector scale in
panel f) from 28 November to 6 December 2016. Panels (e) and (f) include SST
measurements along the ship track, obtained on 03-06 December. The figure is
taken from Peng et al. (2020).
4.1.1. Formation stage
Figure 3.1a suggests that the formation and evolution of the filament may be linked
to the interaction of two mesoscale eddies (anticyclonic and cyclonic, marked as “A”
and “C” in the figure) with the main upwelling front. This becomes clearer from the
enlarged view in Figure 4.1a-d, showing that these two eddies induced a confluent
strain field, locally deforming the main upwelling front by entraining a filament of
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cold waters from the coastal upwelling cell. During the days from 28 November to
01 December, the filament intensified and was entrained further westward into the
warm waters outside the upwelling region. This process is consistent with the classical
view of frontogenesis due to a mesoscale strain field (Hoskins, 1982) that has been
shown to dominate the initial phase of filament generation and intensification also in
high-resolution simulations (e.g., Capet et al., 2008; Gula et al., 2014).
The evolution of the vertical structure of the filament during this period is shown
in Figure 4.2. The short transect FC1 (Figure 4.2a,b), observed on 04 December,
only covered the frontal region bounding the filament in the south-west (SW in the
following). Outcropping isopycnals in this region bridged a lateral density contrast of
approximately 0.6 kg m−3, which was largely due to temperature differences that were
only to a small extent compensated by salinity effects (the upwelled water inside the
filament is slightly fresher). Near-surface thermosalinograph measurements at high
spatial resolution show smooth temperature and salinity transitions across the entire
transect with no indications for locally intensified, sharp fronts. This suggests that,
in this case, lateral gradients in the near-surface region were well resolved even with
the coarse-resolution station measurements of this study. On the SW side of the front
(x < −5 km, approximately), a well-defined SBL, bounded by a sharp thermocline
at 50 m depth, can be identified. This layer showed indications for a reduction of
vertical stratification towards the surface but was nowhere “well-mixed” except close
to the surface at the SW end of the transect. Thermocline isopycnals outcrop within
−5 < x < 5 km, which was reflected in an intensification of the cross-front buoyancy
gradient at the surface.
4.1.2. Mature stage
From 02 December onwards, cloud cover increased, and useful satellite images be-
came rare. The last available snapshot before the start of the ship-based measurements
is from 02 December, providing SST data only in the southern and eastern parts of the
domain. Combined with the high-resolution thermosalinograph observations along
the cruise track (03-05 December), these data nevertheless show that the filament
remained a stable feature until 05 December (Figure 4.1e).
The longer transect FC2 (05 December) shows a picture on the SW side of the
transect that is similar to the transect FC1, but now reveals that the filament merges
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Figure 4.2.: Cross-filament variability of temperature (left column) and salinity (right col-
umn) for transects FC1-FC4 on 04-07 December 2016, as summarized in Ta-
ble 3.1. Positions of individual microstructure casts are indicated at the top of
each panel, respectively. The low-resolution transects FC1 and FC2 contain addi-
tional near-surface temperature and salinity data based on high-resolution ther-
mosalinograph measurements at 2 m depth (colored markers). Black lines denote
isopycnals (potential density) at intervals of 0.05 kg −3. The figure is taken from
Peng et al. (2020).
into a second, shallower front at the north-east (NE) end (Figure 4.2c,d). The high-
resolution thermosalinograph data show that smooth cross-front density gradients
found in transect FC1 have now evolved into a sharp front at x = −3 km. Another
front at the NE end of the filament (near x = 14 km), is also observed. Clearly, the
horizontal structure of these sharp fronts was not resolved by the coarse-resolution
microstructure stations.
The advantage of the high-resolution observations becomes evident for the main
transect FC3 (06 December, Figure 4.2e,f), which is based on continuously repeated
microstructure profiling with a horizontal spacing of a few hundred meters only. While
the large-scale structure of the filament in FC3 is comparable to FC2, the high-resolution
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data for FC3 reveal a wealth of additional small-scale features. Most importantly, these
data resolve two sharp fronts on either side of the filament, and reveal a strong asym-
metry in mixed-layer depths, with a shallow (less then 20 m deep) mixed layer on the
NE side, and a more than 35 m deep mixed layer on the SW side. This asymmetry of
the filament differs from the symmetric filaments that were previously studied in the
idealized simulations (Gula et al., 2014; McWilliams, 2016). Surface forcing plays a
major role in this regard (see Section 4.3). Additionally, indications for internal-wave
motions inside and below the thermocline were observed throughout the transect.
4.1.3. Decay stage
Finally, on 06 December, SSHA data show first indications for a disintegration of the
cyclonic eddy in the center of the domain, and an associated collapse of the eastern end
of the filament, resulting from the advection of warm fluid patches into the transition
region between the filament and the main upwelling cell (Figure 4.1f). It is important
to note, however, that the sharp front bounding the filament from the SW remained
remarkably robust until 06 December, and did not show indications for meandering or
other strong distortions in the vicinity of the main transect FC3 (Figure 3.1b). The fol-
lowing transect FC4 , sampled on 07 December (Figure 4.2g,h), shows the collapse of
the filament. This is consistent with Figure 4.1f, in which indications for the beginning
disintegration of the eastern part of the filament became evident already a day before.
4.2. Atmospheric forcing
Figure 4.3 shows the temporal variability of the atmospheric forcing shortly before
and during the ship-based measurements along transects FC1-FC4. With an average
around 0.4 Pa, the wind stress was strongest during transect FC1, and decayed to
approximately half this value during the main transect FC3 (Figure 4.3a). The down-
front component of the wind stress, τwy , was positive throughout the measurements,
and generally dominated the total wind stress, except for transect FC2, when winds
were comparatively weak, however. This suggests that the SW front of the filament
was characterized by destabilizing Ekman transports (dense water is moved on top of
light water) while the NE front was permanently stabilized, as discussed in greater
detail below.
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The surface buoyancy flux B0 (positive upward, i.e. positive for buoyancy loss,
as defined in Section 3.2.4) shows a clear diurnal signal peaking at approximately
B0 = − 4 × 10−7 m2 s−3 around midday due to strong solar heating (Figure 4.3b).
During nighttime, atmospheric cooling induced a buoyancy loss that was typically in
the range B0 = 4 − 6 × 10−8 m2 s−3. This diurnal cycle was imprinted on the
ship transects, depending on their relative timing. Transect FC1 was exposed to strong
daytime heating (buoyancy gain), while FC2 was affected by only weak atmospheric
heat fluxes with a slight cooling tendency. The main transect FC3 was characterized
by a transition from late-afternoon weak diurnal warming to nighttime cooling just
when R/V Meteor crossed the SW front on its way from the cold filament to the warm
ambient waters further offshore.
Figure 4.3.: Time series of (a) wind stress magnitude and cross-front, τwx , and downfront, τ
w
y ,
components; and (b) net upward buoyancy flux (positive for buoyancy loss) B0
before and during the transect measurements. The surface density observed along
the cross-filament transects FC1-FC4 is shown in blue color in (b). Note that the
decomposition into cross-front and downfront components in (a) is based on the
orientation of the front during transect FC3 (see Figure 3.1d). The figure is taken
from Peng et al. (2020).
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4.3. Frontal structure and stability regime classification
Motivated by the robustness of the sharp front bounding filament FC3 in the SW during
the measurements, the availability of both very high-resolution microstructure and
undisturbed near-surface velocity data from the research catamaran, and conditions
favorable for FSI due to downfront winds, the vertical structure of this sharp front will
be discussed in more detail in the following.
4.3.1. Frontal structure
Figure 4.4 shows that the strongest horizontal buoyancy gradients (up to M2 = 2 ×
10−6 s−2, as defined in Section 2.2) were found inside a narrow region with outcrop-
ping isopycnals (−2 km < x < 2 km), where the frontal jet induces downfront ve-
locities of up to 1 m s−1. Further SW (x < −10 km), the main front merges into a
30-35 m deep SBL with weak stratification and strong turbulence. Here, horizontal
buoyancy gradients were substantially smaller compared to the main front but still
of the order of few times 10−7 s−2. For comparison, Taylor and Ferrari (2010) used
M2 = 2.1−8.5×10−7 s−2 in their simulations of turbulent SBL fronts, noting that their
intermediate value (M2 = 4.2 × 10−7 s−2) “represents a relatively strong front”. Also,
their SBL depths were similar to the observations presented in this thesis.
The downfront wind stress τwy was relatively constant along the transect, and the
Ekman buoyancy flux BE defined in (2.6) thus largely traces the variability of the
horizontal buoyancy gradient (Figure 4.4a). The total buoyancy flux, B0 + BE, was
positive throughout the frontal region, providing favorable conditions for FSI (see
Section 2.3). Note that due to the strength of the cross-front buoyancy gradients, and
weak to negligible solar radiation during the transect (late afternoon and nighttime),
we generally have B0/BE  1 (red and black curves in Figure 4.4a). It is noteworthy
that a negative BE due to downfront winds is expected on the NE front of the filament.
Thus, the two fronts bounding the filament exhibited a marked asymmetry in mixing-
layer depth, likely resulting from the stabilizing or destabilizing Ekman transports on
the two sides of the filament.
On the SW side of the transect (x < −10 km), i.e. outside the main frontal region,
a weakly stratified SBL can be discerned with turbulence reaching down to the upper
edge of the thermocline at 30-35 m depth (Figure 4.4c). This is contrasted by the
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frontal region (−2 km < x < 2 km), which is seen to be vigorously turbulent down to
25 m, however, without any indications for a well-mixed SBL.
Figure 4.4.: Cross-front variability for transect FC3: (a) Ekman buoyancy flux (black), total
buoyancy flux (red), and cross-front buoyancy gradient (blue); (b) downfront
velocity; and (c) turbulence dissipation rate. Black contour lines in (b) and (c)
denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; black markers indicate locations of in-
dividual microstructure casts. Panel (d) shows the catamaran-based near-surface
velocity (in blue, unfiltered raw data in gray) and density (black) at 4.5 m depth.
The color-shaded areas indicate selected regions used for the stability analysis.
The figure is modified from Peng et al. (2020).
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4.3.2. Stability regime classification
For the subsequent analysis, six subregions were identified (see Figure 4.4d), charac-
terized by distinct dynamics and structure, respectively. As discussed in more detail
below, each of these regions represents a different stability regime. The key parame-
ters for each region are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1.: Averaged parameters for regions I-VI, including the cross-front buoyancy gradient
M2 and the total buoyancy flux B0 +BE (both based on thermosalinograph data at
2 m depth), and the Rossby number ζ/f (computed from catamaran-based velocity
measurements at 4.5 m depth), the low PV layer depth H, the convective layer
depth h, and Monin-Obukhov length LMO.
Region M2 (s−2) B0 + BE (m2 s−3) ζ/f H (m) h (m) LMO (m)
I 1.19 × 10−7 2.05 × 10−7 -1.00 27.5 18.5 15.8
II 2.62 × 10−7 6.65 × 10−7 -1.36 32.0 14.8 9.8
III 3.92 × 10−8 1.00 × 10−7 -0.67 – – –
IV 6.51 × 10−7 2.17 × 10−6 0.90 17.5 7.0 3.6
V 1.74 × 10−6 5.54 × 10−6 4.80 – – 1.6
VI 2.63 × 10−7 7.09 × 10−7 2.27 – – 12
Regions I and II are both located on the SW part of the transect, characterized by
deep mixed layers and moderate horizontal density gradients. While the well-mixed
layer for region I reached down to the thermocline, region II can be vertically separated
into a well-mixed surface region, and a deeper layer with significant stratification
(see isopycnal structure in Figure 4.4b,c) that is reminiscent of the structure in the
numerical simulations described in Taylor and Ferrari (2010). Also the mixing layer
depth, the horizontal buoyancy gradient M2, and the buoyancy forcing B0 + BE (see
Table 4.1) are within the parameter range investigated by Taylor and Ferrari (2010),
suggesting that region II provides a direct benchmark for their numerical study.
Region III is located inside the anticyclonic flank of the frontal jet (Figure 4.4d),
characterized by Rossby numbers ζ/f ≈ −1, and relatively weak B0 + BE and small
M2 (1-2 orders of magnitude smaller compared to the other selected subregions). This
situation is similar to the numerical experiments designed by Grisouard (2018), which
were focusing on SBL instabilities growing inside a region on the anticyclonic side of
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an idealized, finite-width front. This regime, rarely investigated in field observations
so far, will be discussed in depth below.
Figure 4.5.: Enlarged view of (a) density, (b) velocity, and (c) Rossby number at different
depth levels for subregions IV, V, and VI (see Figure 4.4d). Black markers indicate
locations of individual microstructure casts. These data were horizontally filtered
with a 2-km box filter, which was found to effectively remove random fluctuations
in the raw velocity data without significantly damping the mean frontal velocity
gradients (see Figure 4.4d). The figure is taken from Peng et al. (2020).
Regions IV, V, and VI are located in the main frontal zone where the horizontal
density gradient and the frontal jet reach their maximum strength, respectively (Fig-
ure 4.4d). The distinction between these regions becomes clearer from the enlarged
view of the density and velocity structure inside the frontal region in Figure 4.5. Most
of the cross-front density gradient in the near-surface region (z > −20 m, approxi-
mately) was found in regions IV and V, while most of the cross-front (cyclonic) shear
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was confined to regions V and VI. Recalling the competing roles of cyclonic shear and
baroclinicity with regard to SI according to (2.2), the classification of regions IV-VI
thus reflects the following physical regimes: strong baroclinicity and weak vorticity
(region IV), strong baroclinicity and strong cyclonic vorticity (region V), and weak
baroclinicity and strong cyclonic vorticity (region VI). This distinction is also mirrored
in the results of the stability analysis as shown in the next section. It is important to
note that despite the small width of the frontal regions IV-VI [O(1 km)], and different
from most previous studies, horizontal gradients were well resolved by the velocity
and microstructure measurements in this study.
4.4. Analysis of frontal instability and turbulence
In this section, the theory and methods outlined in Chapter 2 and Section 3.3.2, re-
spectively, are applied to investigate the stability properties of regions I-VI.
4.4.1. Regions I and II: Deep mixing layers
Regions I and II are located SW of the main frontal region, on the warm side of the
front (Figure 4.4d), where mixed layers were deep and both atmospheric and Ek-
man buoyancy forcing were destabilizing during nighttime conditions (B0 + BE > 0,
see Table 4.1). Individual potential density profiles in the SBL exhibit extended re-
gions with unstable stratification, indicating convective mixing. These unstable re-
gions were less clearly reflected in the region-averaged N2 (Figure 4.6c,d), which
was often dominated by a few stably stratified patches in the same depth range.
Still, however, the averaged stratification in the near-surface region was very small
[N2 = O(10−7 − 10−6 s−2)], and depth intervals with N2 < 0 (circle markers) can be
found in both regions even after the averaging procedure.
For region II (Figure 4.6), the thickness of this weakly/unstably stratified near-
surface layer was in good agreement with the predicted convective layer depth h =
14.8 m (gray dashed line in Figure 4.6d), computed from (2.7) according to the model
by Taylor and Ferrari (2010). For z < −h, gradually increasing stable stratification
was observed, and the Ozmidov scale LO started to control the size of the turbulent
overturns (red line in Figure 4.7d). Most importantly, however, Figure 4.7b shows that
this stably stratified but vigorously turbulent layer below the unstratified near-surface
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region was characterized by fq < 0 and fqζ > 0, indicating conditions favorable
for FSI down to a depth of z = −H = −32 m. The destabilizing baroclinic term
qbc dominates the total PV in the stability condition (2.2), and outweighs the slightly
cyclonic, hence stabilizing, vertical component qζ . Figure 4.6b shows that the velocity
difference between the bottom of the low-PV layer and the convective layer was largely
geostrophically balanced, although local deviations from a perfect geostrophic balance
can be discerned. The conditions for FSI (Taylor and Ferrari, 2010) were thus satisfied
in an approximately 17 m thick lower layer in the range −H < z < −h. It is worth
noting that the parameter space, the vertical scales, and the geometry with a forced
SI layer underneath a directly forced convective layer are similar to the numerical
simulations of mixed layer fronts by Taylor and Ferrari (2010).
Figure 4.6.: Upper row: geostrophic and observed downfront velocities for (a) subregion I
and (b) subregion II. The geostrophic velocity vg was computed from integrating
the observed thermal wind shear ∂vg/∂z = −M2/f from the bottom of the low-
PV layer to the surface. Lower row: squares of total vertical shear and buoyancy
frequency for (c) subregion I and (d) subregion II. Note that the shear squared
has been divided by a factor of 4 to ease comparison with the critical Richardson
number (Ri = 1/4). Gray dashed and solid lines denote the convective layer
depth h and the low PV layer depth H, respectively. The figure is taken from Peng
et al. (2020).
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Figure 4.7b shows that the dissipation rates inside the forced SI layer (−H < z <
−h) slightly decreased with depth with an average value of ε = 1.6 × 10−7 W kg−1.
As discussed in Section 2.2b, the model of Thomas and Taylor (2010) predicts εSI =
(B0 +BE)(1−h/H)2/2 for the average dissipation rate inside the forced SI layer. From
the values in Table 4.1, the dissipation rate due to FSI is εSI = 1.0 × 10−7 W kg−1.
This is within a factor of 2 of the observed value, supporting the hypothesis that FSI
was the main energy source for turbulence in this region. As noted by Thomas and
Taylor (2010), however, the vertical scales of SI were too large to be directly associated
with turbulence dissipation at centimeter scales. Numerical simulations by Taylor and
Ferrari (2009) have shown that SI only mediates the energy transfer to scales that
become amenable to vertical shear instability, which ultimately triggers small-scale
turbulence and energy dissipation.
Figure 4.7.: Upper row: vertical, baroclinic, and total PV as defined in (2.2) and (2.5) for
(a) subregion I and (b) subregion II. Lower row: turbulence dissipation rate and
Ozmidov length (both plotted on a logarithmic scale) for (c) subregion I and (d)
subregion II. Dashed red lines indicate regions where the Ozmidov scale is larger
than the wall length scale, LO > κz. Gray dashed and solid lines denote the
convective layer depth, h, and the low PV layer depth, H, respectively. The figure
is taken from Peng et al. (2020).
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With the limited vertical resolution (2-m) of the catamaran-based shear measure-
ments, it is unclear to what extent the vertical scales of these secondary shear-instabilities
were resolved. Nevertheless, Figure 4.6d shows that the local Richardson number
Ri = N2/S2 was favorable for shear instability (Ri < 1/4) in the upper part of the
forced SI layer, while it approached larger values of order one in the deeper parts.
In region I, the well-mixed/unstably stratified surface layer was significantly deeper
compared to region II, and persistent stable stratification was observed only below
approximately 23 m depth (Figure 4.6c). The model of Taylor and Ferrari (2010) in
(2.7) yields h = 18.5 m from the values in Table 4.1, and therefore unpredicts the
observed value by approximately 20%. Figure 4.7a shows that the PV in region I was
generally much closer to zero compared to region II but nevertheless reveals a layer
with negative fq and positive fqζ down a depth of approximately H = 27.5 m. This
leaves room for a less than 5 m thick turbulent layer between 23 m and 27.5 m depth,
where strong turbulence coincides with significant stable stratification, and conditions
were favorable for SI. Overall, however, the evidence for FSI is less clear compared to
region II.
4.4.2. Region III: Effect of anticyclonic vorticity
Region III is located inside the anticyclonic flank of the frontal jet (Figure 4.4d). As
shown in Figure 4.8b, the central part of this region satisfied the condition for instabil-
ity (fq < 0, see pink contour lines) and contained extended areas with ζ/f < −1 (blue
shading), indicating that the flow was unstable with respect to ISI. This is supported
by Figure 4.8c, showing a layered structure of the cross-front velocity that is in many
respects similar to that found in the simulations (Grisouard, 2018, see their Figures 4
and 8). Consistent with the structure of the cross-front velocity field are pycnostads
and local density overturns at the edge of the unstable region (near x = −7 km),
similar to those visible in Figure 5 of Grisouard (2018). Figure 4.8a shows that these
overturns are associated with strongly enhanced energy dissipation, implying an ex-
change of potential energy between the instability and the background flow, which is
different from the classical view that SI grows at the expense of the background kinetic
energy, as recently suggested by Grisouard (2018). This also suggests that ISI provides
a direct pathway for the down-scale transport of large-scale potential energy towards
small-scale turbulence and dissipation.
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ISI prevents Rossby numbers larger than ζ/f ≈ −1 on the anticyclonic side of the
front, whereas the cyclonic side remains stable with respect to SI even for ζ/f  1 due
to the damping effect of large cyclonic vorticity. This result may help to explain the
striking asymmetry in the distribution of cyclonic and anticyclonic vorticity in frontal
regions, for which various processes have been suggested (McWilliams, 2016).
Figure 4.8.: Cross-front variability for region III: (a) turbulence dissipation rate; (b) Rossby
number with unstable flow region (fq < 0, contour lines in magenta) ; (c) devia-
tion of the cross-front velocity u from the vertical average ū. Black contour lines
in each figure denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; black markers at the
top of panel (a) indicate locations of individual microstructure casts. The figure
is taken from Peng et al. (2020).
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4.4.3. Regions IV-VI: Main frontal region
The averaging procedure (Section 3.3.2) was also conducted for regions IV, V, and
VI to determine the stability characteristics of the main frontal frontal region around
−2 km < x < 2 km. As discussed in the context of Figure 4.5, region IV is located
in a zone with large M2 but relatively small cyclonic vorticity with an average Rossby
number, ζ/f , close to 1 (Table 4.1). This is reflected in the vertical and baroclinic
contributions to the total PV (Figure 4.10a), showing a clear dominance of the desta-
bilizing baroclinic component, qbc, over the stabilizing vertical contribution, qζ . The
resulting layer with negative fq has a thickness of H = 17.5 m, substantially larger
than the thickness h = 7 m of the directly forced near-surface layer computed from
(2.7). In contrast to regions I and II, the existence of unstable stratification cannot be
directly confirmed here as measurements in the upper few meters are unreliable due
to ship effects. Nevertheless, Figure 4.9d does show a strong increase of N2 below
z = −h, and Table 4.1 suggests that the buoyancy forcing B0 + BE was approximately
twice the value of region II, such that gravitationally unstable stratification near the
surface may be expected.
The forced SI layer (z < −h) in region IV was largely geostrophically balanced
(Figure 4.9a) and strongly turbulent with LO = O(1 m), suggesting that turbulence
was not directly affected by the presence of the free surface (Figure 4.10d). The
Thomas and Taylor (2010) estimate for the FSI-induced dissipation rate averaged
across the forced SI layer, εSI = (B0 + BE)(1 − h/H)2/2 (section 2.2b), yields εSI =
0.4 × 10−6 W kg−1 in this case. This value is of the same order of magnitude but
slightly smaller than the observed value, ε = 1.5 × 10−6 W kg−1, pointing at an
additional source of turbulence in the forced SI layer. Values of the gradient Richard-
son number were close to or below the threshold for shear instability throughout the
forced SI layer (Figure 4.9d) suggest that region IV may be characterized by a mixture
of shear-instability and FSI.
The stability regime in region IV is contrasted by region VI, where cyclonic vorticity
was relatively strong, while M2 was small, and may even became negative at greater
depths (Figure 4.5a). In view of the latter, it is little surprising that the frontal jet in this
region shows no indications for a geostrophic balance (Figure 4.9c), and no layer with
negative PV can be identified (Figure 4.10c). SI can therefore not be expected, and
other instabilities must be acting to maintain the observed high levels of turbulence
(Figure 4.10f) in the presence strong restratification (note that N2 increases toward
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Figure 4.9.: As Figure 4.6 but now for subregions IV, V, and VI. Note the different axes ranges
compared to Figure 4.6. The figure is taken from Peng et al. (2020).
the surface in this region, opposite to what would be expected in a classical oceanic
SBL). With the Richardson number fluctuating around the critical value Ri = 1/4 in
the upper 20 m of the water column (Figure 4.9f), shear instability appeared to be
the most likely source of turbulence in this region. In regions deeper than approxi-
mately 20 m, the shear of the frontal jet decays, and Ri became too large for shear
instability. It may be speculated that the patchy turbulence in this region was driven
by internal-wave breaking with vertical and temporal scales too small to be resolved
by the measurements of this study.
Especially interesting is the frontal core region V, where both cyclonic vorticity
and M2 are large (Figure 4.5a,c), suggesting a competition between stabilizing and
destabilizing effects according to (2.2). Figure 4.10b shows that the extreme vortic-
ity, with ζ/f = 4.8 on the average (Table 4.1) and local values nearly twice as large
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(Figure 4.5c), was strong enough to fully compensate the destabilizing effect of baro-
clinicity throughout the SBL. SI therefore cannot play a role in this region. Figure 4.9e
shows that, similar to region VI, the vertical shear associated with the frontal jet was
sufficient to maintain a Richardson number close to the critical value for shear insta-
bility throughout the upper 25 m of the water column.
It is worth noting that the situation in regions V and VI is reminiscent of the
“marginal stability” regime described by Smyth and Moum (2013) in the context of
a stably stratified shear layer in the upper flank of the equatorial undercurrent, with
the caveat that rotation effects play a more important role in the Benguela upwelling
region.
Figure 4.10.: As Figure 4.7 but now for subregions IV, V, and VI. Note the different axes ranges
compared to Figure 4.7. The figure is taken from Peng et al. (2020).
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4.5. Discussion
The very few existing studies of energy dissipation associated with FSI in submesoscale
fronts identified similar processes and scaling relationships as in the regions II and IV
(D’Asaro et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2016). These investigations were, however, based
on SBL-averaged turbulence parameters from a Lagrangian float, which complicates a
direct comparison to the idealized simulations of Thomas and Taylor (2010) because
SBL turbulence production by processes other than FSI (direct wind forcing, wave
breaking, Langmuir turbulence, etc.) is more difficult to quantify. The microstructure-
based measurements used in this thesis resolve the vertical structure of SBL turbu-
lence, permitting, for the first time, to explicitly focus on the forced SI layer that is
less likely affected by these processes due to the protecting effect of stable stratifica-
tion and its deeper location at the bottom of the SBL, remote from the wave-affected
near-surface region.
The impact of the cross-front density gradient on SBL turbulence can be quantified
with the help of a modified Monin-Obukhov length scale (2.22) and the expression













with ατ denoting the angle between the downfront direction and the wind stress (re-
call that ∆vg = HM2/f is the geostrophic velocity difference across the low-PV layer).
Thus, while strong winds have a tendency to increase both Ekman-driven convective
and directly wind-driven SBL turbulence, (4.1) shows that the latter effect dominates.
This tendency may, however, be compensated by an increase in M2 if the wind stress
contains a downfront component. Moving from region IV in the core of the front to
region I on the light side, ignoring the special region III for the moment, the values
in Table 4.1 yield: h/H = (0.41, 0.46, 0.67) and LMO/H = (0.21, 0.31, 0.57), suggest-
ing that the variability of h, H, and LMO among regions I, II, and IV is in excel-
lent agreement with the prediction by (4.1). For the outermost region of the front
(−25 km < x < −20 km), where the horizontal buoyancy gradient has decayed to
M2 = 7.8 × 10−8 s−2, LMO = 35.3 m is comparable to the total SBL depth, suggesting
SBL turbulence is largely wind-driven, and not significantly affected anymore by the
frontal buoyancy gradient. Region I approximately marks the transition point at which
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FSI starts to become a relevant process in the lower part of the SBL. Although the lat-
eral buoyancy gradient in region III is comparable to that in the outermost region (see
Table 4.1), it has been shown in Section 4.4 that the governing processes are entirely
different. The main reasons for these difference are the different vertical structure and
the different lateral vorticity in both regions. While the outermost region was almost
perfectly mixed across the upper 30-35 m, region III was characterized strong den-
sity gradients and strong anticyclonic vorticity, inducing mixed inertial/symmetrical
instability.
4.6. Summary
The main results of this chapter are summarized in Figure 4.11, demonstrating the
governing processes on the warm side of the front, and inside the anticyclonic and
cyclonic flanks of the frontal jet. With reference to Figure 4.4d, the warm side of the
front, corresponding to the range −25 km < x < −10 km, includes the outer region
and regions I and II. This part of the frontal zone was characterized by a deep SBL
and a moderate horizontal buoyancy gradient. The anticyclonic flank of the frontal jet
(region III, −9 km < x < −4 km) was characterized by a Rossby number of ζ/f ≈ −1.
Finally, the core frontal region was found near −2 km < x < 2 km (regions IV-VI),
where the strong cyclonic vorticity inside the flank of frontal jet plays an essential
role.
The vertical structure and the governing processes in regions II and IV (Figure 4.11)
are strikingly similar to those found in the idealized simulations of FSI by Taylor and
Ferrari (2010). Moreover, the dissipation rates observed in the forced SI layer in the
lower part of the SBL were in good quantitative agreement with a simple model by
Thomas and Taylor (2010), based on idealized simulations, showing that the dissi-
pation rate at which FSI extracts energy from the background flow scales with the
Ekman buoyancy flux. These findings are consistent with previous studies (D’Asaro
et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2016), but extend them in one important point: the anal-
ysis of the vertical structure of FSI in submesoscale fronts.
Region III, located at the anticyclonic side of the front, was characterized by ζ/f <
−1 and fq < 0. This, combined with the characteristic instability patterns found in
the cross-front velocity and indications for associated pycnostads and local density
overturns, suggests that the flow was unstable with respect to ISI, as suggested by
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Grisouard (2018). These indications for ISI are tightly linked to the strongly enhanced
dissipation rate in this region, suggesting that ISI provides a direct pathway for the
down-scale transport of large-scale potential energy towards small-scale turbulence
and dissipation, extracting kinetic energy from the background flow.
Figure 4.11.: Sketch of governing processes: (i) Region outer, I and II, corresponding to the
region (−25 km < x < −10 km) with a deep SBL on the warm side of the main
front, (ii) Region III , corresponding to the region (−9 km < x < −4 km) inside
the anticyclonic flank of the frontal jet , and (iii) Region IV - VI, corresponding
to the frontal region (−2 km < x < 2 km) with outcropping isopycnals inside
the cyclonic flank of the frontal jet (see frontal structure in Figure 4.4). Abbre-
viations “w” and “c” refer to wind-driven and convectively-driven turbulence,
respectively. KHI denotes regions prone to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
In regions V and VI, located at the cyclonic side of the frontal jet, conditions for
SI (|fqbc| > fqζ) were not satisfied due to strong cyclonic vorticity (Rossby numbers
up to ζ/f = O(10)) in the upper 20 m, underlining the importance of the catamaran-
based near-surface velocity measurements used in this study to correctly determine
the stability properties of this narrow frontal region. Instead of FSI, it was found
that in both regions V and VI, the vertical shear associated with the frontal jet brings
the Richardson number close to the critical value for shear instability (Ri = 1/4),
suggesting that the observed high mixing rates in these regions were associated with
marginal shear instability (Figure 4.11).
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The overall conclusion for this chapter is that forced symmetric instability, FSI, and
marginal shear instability provide a down-scale transport of large-scale kinetic energy
towards small-scale turbulence and dissipation, whereas inertial/symmetric instability,
ISI, interacts with the large-scale density structure of the front, and thus provides an
alternative pathway for the down-scale transport of potential energy.
Chapter 5.
Frontal instability and energy
dissipation under variable surface
forcing
This chapter is focused on frontal instability and associated turbulence in the upwelling
filament FO in the outer region during daytime warming. The distinct hydrographic
properties between dynamically active and density-compensated fronts are highlighted
in the following. Enhanced turbulence found in the former is investigated in depth.
This work is part of a manuscript in preparation.
5.1. Filament structure and evolution
Two corotating mesoscale eddies induced a confluent strain field, deforming the fila-
ment FO with a zonal extent of approximately 300 km off the Namibian coast (Fig-
ure 3.1a), consistent with the classical view of frontogenesis described in Section 2.1.
Winds were around 10 m s−1, directed northwestward with very little spatial variabil-
ity (arrows in Figure 5.1a). Figure 5.1a,b shows that the front at the southern flank of
the filament was generally more robust compared to that at the northern flank. This
asymmetry is likely resulting from the stabilizing and destabilizing Ekman transports
on the two sides of the filament, respectively. Both satellite and near-surface SST mea-
surements across the southern front revealed a clear temperature gradient, suggesting
the possibility of a density front.
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The vertical structure along transects FO1 and FO2 is shown in Figure 5.1 which
covers the inner region of the filament and its southern flank, bounded by the warm
and saline ambient waters. During transects FO1 and FO2, microstructure measure-
ments (see Section 3.2.1 for more details) were deployed in a continuous tow-yo
mode from the slowly cruising ship, yielding an averaged horizontal profile spacing
of a few hundred meters, sufficient to resolve the narrow fronts bounding the fila-
ment. Note that the high-resolution catamaran-based ADCP measurements were not
available here, thus the ship-based ADCP measurements with much coarser resolution
were used (see Section 3.2.2 for more details), thereby near-surface velocity structure
were not resolved. However, the ship-based ADCP measurements were still helpful as
the mixed layer depth was deep in this region during the cruise.
The transect FO1 (Figure 5.1c,e), observed during the transition from midday to
late afternoon on 28 November, shows a well-defined SBL down to approximately
40 m depth, where it was capped by a stable density interface associated with the
thermocline. It is noteworthy that a weaker secondary thermocline was observed in-
side the SBL, rising from around 20-30 m depth in the southern part of the transect up
to the surface in the North. Clearly, the horizontal temperature gradients seen in Fig-
ure 5.1a,c were almost completely compensated by the cross-front salinity gradients
induced by the lower salinity of the upwelling waters. Due to this effect, the resulting
cross-front density contrast in the SBL was less than 0.1 kg m−3.
The transect FO2 (Figure 5.1d,f), sampled from nighttime cooling to daytime warm-
ing on 02 December, exhibits a similar picture, however, with a smaller effect of
density-compensation due to salinity, and thus a significantly larger cross-front den-
sity gradient. In the northern part of the transect, the filament was characterized by a
well-mixed SBL of around 30-40 m thickness, capped by a sharp thermocline, whereas
at the southern flank of the filament, indications of a secondary thermocline can be
found at around 15 m depth. This suggests an increase in vertical stratification due
to daytime warming. Especially interesting is the core frontal region, where a strong
cross-front density gradient and outcropping isopycnals can be identified, pointing, in
contrast to FO1, at a dynamically active frontal region.
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Figure 5.1.: Spatial and vertical structure for transects FO1 (left column) and FO2 (right col-
umn). Top row: satellite-based SST structure, obtained on 28 November and
02 December 2016, respectively, including near-surface temperature data along
the ship track; cross-front variability of temperature (middle row), and salinity
(bottom row) were projected onto the cross-front coordinate x as described in
Section 3.3.1. Black contour lines in panels (c)-(f) denote isopycnals (potential
density) at intervals of 0.05 kg m−3; black markers indicate locations of individual
microstructure casts.
5.2. Atmospheric forcing
The temporal variability of the atmospheric forcing observed over 6 days, including
the period of the ship-based measurements along transects FO1 and FO2, is shown
in Figure 5.2. Note that, here, the decomposition of the wind stress into cross-front
and downfront components in Figure 5.2a is based on the orientation of the front
during transect FO2 (see Figure 3.1c). The wind stress was highly variable during this
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period. The downfront component of the wind stress, τwy , was positive throughout the
measurements (thus supporting FSI via a positive Ekman buoyancy flux), but did not
always dominate the total wind stress. The wind stress peaked around 0.4 Pa shortly
after transect FO1 and exhibited another peak around 0.3 Pa just before transect FO2.
Between these two transects, there were several events with a sudden change in the
wind stress, pointing at a possible generation of near-inertial SBL oscillations that are
known to affect frontal dynamics (e.g., Thomas et al., 2016). This mechanism will be
discussed in greater detail below.
Figure 5.2b shows a clear diurnal signal in the surface buoyancy flux B0 (posi-
tive for buoyancy loss, as defined in Section 3.2.4), peaking at approximately B0 =
−6 × 10−7 m2 s−3 around midday due to strong solar heating, and at around B0 =
1 × 10−7 m2 s−3 due to atmospheric cooling during nighttime. This diurnal cycle was
imprinted on the ship transects, depending on their relative timing. Both transects
FO1 and FO2 were generally exposed to strong daytime heating (buoyancy gain), ex-
cept for small parts affected by only weak atmospheric heat fluxes with a slight cooling
tendency.
Figure 5.2.: Time series of (a) wind stress magnitude and cross-front, τwx , and downfront,
τwy , components; and (b) net upward buoyancy flux B0 (positive for buoyancy
loss) during the transect measurements. The surface density observed along the
cross-filament transects FO1-FO2 is shown in blue color in (b). Note that the
decomposition into cross-front and downfront components in (a) is based on the
orientation of the front during transect FO2 (see Figure 3.1c).
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5.3. Frontal structure
Motivated by the competition between the destabilizing Ekman forcing associated
with downfront winds and the stabilizing atmospheric forcing associated with diur-
nal warming, the velocity and turbulence structure of the density-compensated and
dynamically active fronts will be discussed in greater depth in the following. The fol-
lowing data measured along the transects FO1 and FO2 were projected onto the cross-
front direction x based on the respective frontal coordinate systems (see Figure 3.1b,c)
as described in the context of Section 3.3.1.
5.3.1. Density-compensated front (FO1)
Transect FO1 (Figure 5.3) covers the transition between the warm ambient waters
(x < −5 km) and the cold upwelling waters (x > −5 km) of the southern part of the
large upwelling filament FO, as indicated in Figure 5.1c,e. Figure 5.3 shows that this
transect was characterized by downfront velocities up to 0.6 m s−1 for x > −5 km,
cross-front velocities up to -0.3 m s−1 for x < −5 km, and an approximately 40 m
deep SBL with weak lateral buoyancy gradients (M2, as defined in Section 2.2). The
value of M2 peaked at a maximum value of 1.2 × 10−7 m2 s−3, which is reflected in
the cross-front Ekman buoyancy flux BE as defined in (2.6) (Figure 5.3a). During
the transect, the negative atmospheric buoyancy flux B0 (surface heating) was nearly
always a few times larger than the Ekman buoyancy flux, thus indicating a tendency
for restratification that leads to a suppression of turbulence in the mixing layer and
thus to a strong reduction of the mixing layer depth shown in Figure 5.3d.
The turbulence data (Figure 5.3d) shows that the strongly turbulent near-surface
region was capped from below by a secondary thermocline during daytime due to solar
heating as discussed in Section 5.1. The mixing layer extended down to nearly 40 m
at the southern end of the transect during nighttime cooling, while the tendency for
restratification induced by solar heating lead to a strong reduction of the mixing layer
depth to approximately 20 m at the northern end of the transect. The Monin-Obukhov
length scale, defined in 2.5.1, generally traces the thickness of the SBL, except for the
southern end of the transect (x < −15 m) where the total buoyancy flux was close to
zero. This suggests that the turbulence in the upper part of the SBL (for z > LMO) was
driven by wind-forcing, and that mixing in the lower part of the SBL was suppressed
by solar heating. However, as the focus of this thesis is on frontal instability, these
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processes, associated mainly with the surface forcing, will not be analyzed in greater
detail here.
Figure 5.3.: Cross-front variability for transect FO1: (a) Ekman buoyancy flux (black), total
buoyancy flux (red), and cross-front buoyancy gradient (blue); (b) downfront
velocity; (c) cross-front velocity; and (d) turbulence dissipation rate. Blue line
in (d) indicated the Monin Obukhov length scale defined in 2.5.1. Black contour
lines in panels (b)-(d) denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; ; black markers
indicate locations of individual microstructure casts.
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5.3.2. Dynamically active front (FO2)
Figure 5.4 illustrates the structure of the southern part of the large upwelling filament
shown in Figure 5.1b along transect FO2. Here, a 30-40 m deep SBL was observed,
characterized by weak stratification, strong turbulence, and horizontal buoyancy gra-
dients of the order of a few times 10−7 s−2. The southern flank of the filament was
bounded by a density front (−3 km < x < 4 km) with horizontal buoyancy gradients
up to M2 = 4 × 10−7 s−2, and the frontal jet induced downfront velocities of up to
0.6 m s−1. Further south (x < −5 km), the transect was characterized by stably strat-
ified waters with a relatively thinner turbulent mixing layer reaching down to around
15 m depth. For comparison, the strength of this density front is similar to region II
(M2 = 2.6 × 10−7 s−2) of transect FC3 in the previous chapter, and the fronts with
M2 = 2.1 − 8.5 × 10−7 s−2 used in the simulations of Taylor and Ferrari (2010).
The cross-front Ekman buoyancy flux BE largely traces the variability of the hor-
izontal buoyancy gradient (Figure 5.4a), and was generally positive. Thus, a desta-
bilizing Ekman transport that moves dense water on top of lighter water is expected
(see Section 2.3), which is consistent with the southward cross-front flow shown in
Figure 5.4c. The competition between BE and B0 begins south of approximately x = 5
km due to increasing solar heating during the start of the day (the transect was mea-
sured in the southward direction between 1:56 UTC and 10:41 UTC). The stabilizing
atmospheric forcing was generally sufficient to outweigh the destabilizing Ekman forc-
ing, i.e. B0+BE < 0 (red curve in Figure 5.4a). However, at x = 0, where the strongest
buoyancy gradients are located, both buoyancy fluxes were in an approximate balance,
i.e. B0 + BE ≈ 0. No net buoyancy forcing is therefore expected in the core frontal
region, which is important for the discussion of frontal instability in Section 5.4.1
below.
In the northern part of the transect, where the destabilizing surface forcing was still
dominating, turbulence data (Figure 5.4d) show a strongly turbulent surface mixing
layer that extended down to approximately 30-40 m depth, where it was capped by a
stable density interface. At the southern flank of the filament, however, the beginning
solar heating started to restratify the near-surface region, leading to a suppression of
mixing in the lower part of the SBL. The situation is somewhat different in the core
frontal region, where the destabilizing Ekman buoyancy flux plays an essential role,
compensating the effect of solar heating. Thus, the vigorously turbulent mixing layer
here is able to reach down to 30 m. It is noteworthy that patchy turbulence can also
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be seen close or even inside the thermocline, pointing at local shear instability in this
region.
Figure 5.4.: Cross-front variability for transect FO2: (a) Ekman buoyancy flux (black), total
buoyancy flux (red), and cross-front buoyancy gradient (blue); (b) downfront ve-
locity; (c) cross-front velocity; and (d) turbulence dissipation rate. Black contour
lines in panels (b)-(d) denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; black markers
in panel (d) indicate locations of individual microstructure casts; gray thick line
in panel (a) denotes the frontal region for the following discussion.
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5.3.3. Hydrographic and mixing properties
The θ − S diagrams (Figure 5.5), covering the entire SBL and a small fraction of
thermocline, shows the presence of different water masses and corresponding energy
dissipation rates inside transects FO1 and FO2. Vertically, the data used for the θ − S
diagrams ranges from an isopycnal with σθ = 25.8 kg m−3 in the thermocline to the
surface, excluding the uppermost 10 m due to the ship effects. Note that selected
isopycnals, relevant for the following analysis, are labeled in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.3,
and Figure 5.4, respectively.
For transect FO1 (Figure 5.5a), where a nearly density-compensated front was
identified as shown in Figure 5.1c,e, the water masses can be categorized into three
groups. With reference to Figure 5.1c,e, these groups include the warm and saline
ambient waters, the cold and fresher upwelling waters, and the thermocline waters
as indicated in Figure 5.5a. Data inside the SBL span a considerable temperature and
salinity range but line up along a narrow density range in the vicinity of 25.5 kg m−3,
indicating that the upwelling waters and the ambient waters were well-mixed and
that the cross-front density gradient was small (compensated front). The isopycnal
corresponding to 25.45 kg m−3 separates a thin turbulent mixing layer in the upper
part of the SBL from the non-turbulent, weakly stratified waters in the lower part of
the SBL (indicated in Figure 5.5a), consistent with the secondary thermocline iden-
tified in Figure 5.3d. The nearly well-mixed but non-turbulent waters in the deeper
layer below this secondary thermocline likely resulted from nighttime mixing, when
SBL turbulence was not suppressed by solar heating (see above). The continuum of
intermediate water masses bridging the range between the warm and salty ambient
waters and the cold and fresh upwelling waters (Figure 5.5a) is interpreted here as
the end product of continued cross-front mixing processes (see blue double-arrow).
As any cross-front density gradients have nearly vanished at the location of outer fil-
ament FO1, these mixing processes must have a tendency to reduce such gradients.
Thermocline turbulence is negligible along transect FO1 but turbulent patches are oc-
casionally observed at the SBL base, indicating sporadic local shear instabilities (also
see Figure 5.3d).
The θ − S diagram for the transect FO2 (Figure 5.5b), where a dynamically ac-
tive front was observed, reveals similar water masses but suggests somewhat different
dynamics, compared to the transect FO1 (Figure 5.5a). For transect FO2, the 25.65
kg m−3 isopycnal was used to separate the SBL from the thermocline (see blue dashed
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line in Figure 5.5b and labeled isopycnals in Figure 5.4). Inside the SBL, the frontal
waters bridged a considerable range of isopycnals between the warm and salty ambi-
ent waters and the cold and fresh upwelling waters (see blue double arrows), which
is different from the nearly compensated front found along transect FO1. Enhanced
dissipation rates in this region suggest that diapycnal (i.e., cross-front) mixing takes
place, which will eventually lead to a reduction of the cross-front density gradient. In a
Lagrangian sense, this might explain the observed reduction of the cross-front density
gradient between FO2 and FO1.
On the other hand, the diapycnal mixing also occurred through the thermocline
along various pathways (see 25.65 - 25.8 kg m−3 isopycnals in Figure 5.5b). No-
tably, the diapycnal mixing between the upwelling and thermocline waters can be
clearly identified (see red double arrow), whereas the other pathways associated with
the frontal waters and the ambient waters, however, were unclear to be identified.
Nonetheless, the active isopycnal mixing among different water masses through the
thermocline points to the importance of thermocline turbulence.
Figure 5.5.: The θ − S diagram for transects FO1 (a) and FO2 (b), with data above the isopy-
cnal of 25.8 kg m−3 as indicated in Figure 5.1c-f, excluding the uppermost 10 m.
The color shading indicates turbulence dissipation rate.
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5.4. Analysis of frontal instability and turbulence
In this section, the theory and methods outlined in Chapter 2 and Section 3.3.2, re-
spectively, are applied to investigate frontal and the thermocline mixing along transect
FO2. To this end, the microstrucute data and the ADCP data were processed with the
following procedures.
First of all, the raw density profiles from the microstructure data at 0.1-m verti-
cal resolution (described in Section 3.2.1) and the raw cross- and alongfront velocity
profiles from the ADCP data at 8-m vertical resolution (described in Section 3.2.2)
were horizontally filtered with a 2-km box filter to remove random fluctuations in the
raw data. Then, the density data were vertically filtered with a 8-m box filter, cor-
responding to the thickness of the ADCP bins, and the ADCP data were horizontally
interpolated to the locations of the microstructure casts (see black dots in Figure 5.4c).
For the subsequent analysis, the vertical velocity shear and vertical buoyancy gradient
were computed for each profile by vertical finite differencing across two ADCP bins,
yielding quantities located between the centers of the staggered vertical ADCP bins.
Horizontal velocity shear and horizontal buoyancy gradients were computed for each
profile by horizontal finite differencing, which were then linearly interpolated to loca-
tions of vertical gradients for consistency.
5.4.1. The core frontal region
The core frontal region for transect FO2 approximately corresponds to the range
−3 km < x < 4 km (as indicated by the gray horizontal bar on the top of Figure 5.4a),
where BE and M2 were always positive and outcropping isopycnals were observed.
This region, characterized by a moderate lateral buoyancy gradient, stable stratifi-
cation, and vigorous turbulence, was only weakly affected by the surface buoyancy
forcing as B0 + BE ≈ 0 (see Figure 5.4a).
This core frontal region can be horizontally subdivided into a cyclonic side (Ro =
ζ/f > 0) and an anticyclonic side (Ro < 0) based on the Rossby numbers shown in
Figure 5.6d. Figure 5.6c illustrates that both regions contain subregions that satisfy the
condition for symmetric instability (fq < 0, see blue contour). Recalling the stability
conditions in (2.2), the cyclonic (anticyclonic) vorticity has a tendency of stabilizing
(destabilizing) the flow by increasing (decreasing) the vertical component fqζ of the
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total PV. This relation becomes clearer in the individual components of the total PV
shown in Figure 5.6d, which were computed by vertical averaging of the data across
the uppermost two bins for the total vertical shear (located between the centers of the
staggered vertical ADCP bins) as indicated by the black dashed lines in Figure 5.6c.
Figure 5.6d shows that on the cyclonic side of the front, the vertical component
fqζ of the total PV was positive but not sufficiently large to fully compensate for the
destabilizing baroclinic term fqbc of the total PV everywhere. Over most of this region,
the values of fq therefore remain close to zero, indicating unclear conditions for SI,
but they do show a trend towards negative values near the transition from the cyclonic
to the anticyclonic side of the front. The gradient Richardson number Ri, indicated
by the red contour in Figure 5.6b, suggests that turbulence on the cyclonic side of
the front was mainly associated with shear instability. On the anticyclonic side of the
front, on the other hand, the destabilizing baroclinic term fqbc dominates the total PV
and clearly outweighs the positive vertical component fqζ , resulting in a negative fq
across the entire region, and thus in conditions favorable for SI. It is interesting to note
that active SI was identified here in a situation where the total surface buoyancy flux
BE + B0 was close to zero. This is inconsistent with the argument that forced SI in
the SBL can only be sustained for BE + B0 > 0, i.e. when PV is permanently drained
from the SBL at the surface (D’Asaro et al., 2011; Taylor and Ferrari, 2010; Thomas
and Taylor, 2010). Therefore, for the subsequent analysis, the anticyclonic side of the
front, characterized Ro < 0, will be the focus.
5.4.2. The anticyclonic region
The anticyclonic region (Ro < 0) of the core frontal region is defined here as the hori-
zontal range −1.6 km < x < 0.3 km (indicated by the gray shaded area in Figure 5.6d).
As shown in Figure 5.6c,d, this region was characterized by fq < 0 and fqζ > 0, and
the conditions for SI were thus clearly satisfied. For the subsequent analysis, region-
averaged profiles were obtained by horizontally averaging the processed data across
the anticyclonic region. Note that due to the low vertical resolution of the ADCP, only
two vertical shear bins were available in the low-PV layer, defined here, analogously to
Chapter 4, as the near-surface layer for which fq < 0 (Figure 5.6b). Note that the ver-
tical gradients inside this layer were small, and they could therefore be resolved even
with the low-resolution ADCP data that were available for this study (this is different
from the thermocline region discussed below).
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Figure 5.6.: Cross-front variability for the frontal region: (a) the square of buoyancy fre-
quency, (b) the square of total shear with the condition for shear instability
marked by the red contour line (c) turbulence dissipation rate with regions with
fq < 0 as indicated by the blue contour line, (d) vertical-averaged vertical, baro-
clinic, and total PV as defined in (2.2) and (2.5), based on the data at the depth
levels indicated by black dashed lines in panel (c), and the Rossby number from
the uppermost bin of the ADCP at -17.5 m (cyan line). Black contour lines in
(a), (b), and (c) denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; black markers in-
dicate locations of individual microstructure casts; the gray-shaded area denotes
the anticyclonic region of the front used for the stability analysis.
The low-PV layer in this region was approximately geostrophically balanced (Fig-
ure 5.7a) and strongly turbulent with LO = O(1 m), suggesting that turbulence was
not directly affected by the surface forcing. Values of the gradient Richardson num-
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ber were close to the threshold for shear instability (Ri < 1/4) in the low-PV layer
(Figure 5.7c), suggesting that this region was characterized by a mixture of shear in-
stability and SI, which is similar to region IV in Chapter 4, except for the negligible net
buoyancy forcing. As transect FO2 was measured during the transition from nighttime
to daytime, one could therefore argue that SI was the dominant source for turbulence
during nighttime, when the buoyancy forcing was much stronger, and that shear in-
stability took over later during daytime, when the solar heating had further increased.
More specifically, the measurements took place exactly at the transition between SI
and shear instability. No matter which of these two regimes was active, it ultimately
triggered small-scale turbulence and energy dissipation.
Figure 5.7.: Region-averaged profiles for the gray-shaded area in Figure 5.6d: (a) geostrophic
and observed alongfront velocities, (b) vertical, baroclinic, and total PV as defined
in (2.2) and (2.5), (c) squares of buoyancy frequency and total vertical shear.
Note that the shear squared has been divided by a factor of 4 to ease comparison
with the critical Richardson number (Ri = 1/4), and (d) turbulence dissipation
rate and Ozmidov length (2.5.2).
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5.4.3. The thermocline region
The thermocline region, where a local peak in the dissipation rate was observed (Fig-
ure 5.6c), is the focus of Figure 5.8. The overlying stable stratification limits the pen-
etration of surface-layer turbulence down to the thermocline level. This suggests that
the thin turbulent layer inside the thermocline was likely generated by the local shear
across the thermocline, rather than being directly affected by surface turbulence. Of
the two components of the total vertical shear, the cross-front shear was dominating
(Figure 5.8c-e). The only conceivable generation mechanism that can possibly cause
turbulence inside the thermocline in this situation is shear instability. To investigate
this point in more detail, vertical profiles of shear and stratification were computed at
the 8-m vertical resolution of the vessel-mounted ADCP (density profiles were again
8-m vertically filtered for consistency, as described above), and horizontally averaged
over a subregion with particularly strong thermocline turbulence (see the gray bar
in Figure 5.8a). The results in Figure 5.9 show, surprisingly, no indication for shear
instability (Ri < 1/4) in the thermocline.
One likely explanation is that the available 8-m resolution for the velocity data
is hardly sufficient to resolve the shear across a thermocline that is only a few me-
ters thick. Moreover, horizontal averaging is likely to overestimate the thickness of
the thermocline due to the large isopycnal displacements visible in Figure 5.8, which
would also be reflected in a spurious increase of Ri. To estimate the relevance of this
bias, horizontally and isopycnally averaged values of ε and N2 are compared in Fig-
ure 5.9a,b (see Appendix C for more details). For the isopycnal averaging, a density
range between ρup = 25.57 kg m−3 at the bottom of the SBL and ρlo = 25.83 kg m−3
just below the thermocline was used as indicated by pink lines in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.9a,b show a clear discrepancy between isopycnally-averaged and depth-
averaged N2 and ε, e.g. regarding the peak value of N2 and the thickness of the
turbulent layer, illustrating that the large isopycnal displacements in the thermocline
smears the density interface while averaging the data horizontally (see gray and blue
curves). Moreover, it also illustrates that 8-m vertical averaging (black curve) strongly
underestimates both parameters in the density interface, and obviously the same has
to be expected for the shear shown in Figure 5.8c-e. This explains that the 8-m res-
olution of the ADCP is not sufficient to resolve a thin turbulent shear layer with a
thickness of approximately 5 m (black curve Figure 5.9a,b) inside the thermocline. It
is therefore not surprising that no indications for shear instability are found at 8-m res-
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olution. Finally, it is important to note that the strong cross-front shear dominated the
total vertical shear in the thermocline (Figure 5.9c), and the locally enhanced mixing
rates therefore have to be attributed to this component. In the next section, possible
mechanisms inducing the strong cross-front shear will be discussed.
Figure 5.8.: Cross-front variability of (a) turbulence dissipation rate (b, c) the squares of buoy-
ancy frequency and total vertical shear, and (d, e) the squares of cross-front and
along-front components of the total vertical shear for the frontal region. Black
contour lines denote isopycnals at 0.05 kg m−3 intervals; the gray bar on the top
of panel (a) denotes the core frontal region; pink lines in panel (a) and (b) define
the upper and lower limits used for isopycnally averaging.
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Figure 5.9.: Profiles of (a) depth-averaged and isopycnally-averaged turbulence dissipation
rate, ε and ερ, (b) depth-averaged and isopycnally-averaged squares of buoyancy
frequency, |N2| and |N2ρ |, and depth-averaged total vertical shear, and (c) depth-
averaged total vertical shear and its u and v components for the selected region
indicated by the gray line in Figure 5.8a.
5.4.4. Wind-forced inertial oscillation
The combination of the strong cross-front shear (Figure 5.9c) and large variations
in the wind stresses (Figure 5.2a) points towards the possibility of inertial motions
in the SBL that have been frequently studied with slab-like models in the past (e.g.,
Pollard, 1970; D’Asaro, 1985; Thomas et al., 2016). To investigate this point, a sim-
ulation based on a slab-like model was conducted here. The equations governing the
dynamics of wind-forced inertial motions averaged over the surface boundary depth
H can simply be derived from integrating (2.8), assuming horizontal homogeneity
(∂p/∂x = ∂p/∂y = 0). Under these conditions, (2.8) becomes
∂u
∂t












where ν∂u/∂z, ν∂v/∂z, 〈u′w′〉, and 〈v′w′〉 at z = −H are neglected due to their (as-
sumed) small contribution. To be directly comparable with the observations, this sim-
ulation was forced with the observed wind stresses (see Figure 5.10a). The wind
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speed was spatially rather uniform within a radius of 200 km around transect FO2,
such that similar inertial oscillations are expected to be generated everywhere in this
region. This justifies the use of meteorological data from a non-stationary platform
to compute the model forcing. The simulation was initialized on 28 November with
u = v = 0, and a constant H = 40 m, corresponding to a typical SBL depth during
the measurements, was assumed. This gives the simulation time to spin-up before
the strong wind events during the period 30 November - 02 December. Note that the
modeled u and v components are based on the orientation of the front during transect
FO2 because this front is the main focus here (see Figure 3.1c). This decomposition is
obviously arbitrary for measurements taken far away from the front.
Real-ocean velocities generally are dominated by geostrophic currents. For com-
parison with the model results, the contribution of the geostrophic currents therefore
needs to be subtracted from the observed velocity, uobs and vobs. The geostrophic ve-
locity at a given depth is the sum of two contributions: the first is the barotropic
geostrophic velocity, ug(bt) and vg(bt), associated with the sea surface height (SSH) gra-
dient, which is vertically constant; and the second is the baroclinic contribution, ug(bc)
and vg(bc), due to horizontal density gradients, which is vertically variable. The SSH
data described in Section 3.2.1 allow us to compute the barotropic geostrophic veloc-
ity for the entire domain (see Figure 3.1a), while the baroclinic geostrophic velocity
was computed based on the density profiles from the microstructure data described in
Section 3.2.5. These baroclinic velocities are, however, only available for the frontal
region along transect FO2, and only vg(bc) was computed as no variability in alongfront
direction is assumed. In addition, it is important to consider the effects of Ekman trans-
port as it is potentially controlling the cross-front velocities when there is a downfront
wind (described in Section 2.3). Therefore, the Ekman velocities, uEk = τwy /ρ0fH
and vEk = −τwx /ρ0fH (a constant H = 40 m, corresponding to a typical SBL depth
during the measurements, was assumed), need to be subtracted from uobs. For the
comparison, the residual observed velocities were vertically averaged over the SBL.
A number of key features are well-reproduced in the simulation. Figure 5.10b,c
shows that the flow (black curves in the figure) oscillates with a period of slightly
longer than a day, consistent with the inertial period Tf = −2π/f = 26.5 hours in this
area, indicating an inertial oscillation. The magnitude of this oscillation increases sig-
nificantly from 01 December onwards, following a strong wind event (Figure 5.10a).
The good agreement in the cross-front velocity u between the model and the obser-
vations for the core frontal region along transect FO2 (indicated by the gray-shaded
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area) supports that above idea that the strong cross-front shear can be attributed to
cross-front inertial osciallations, which were at a local maximum at the time of the
measurements. Note that the model was not tuned in any way to match the observa-
tions. Figure 5.10c shows that other processes were dominating the alongfront velocity
v rather than only geostrophic currents and Ekman currents.
Figure 5.10.: Time series of (a) the magnitude of the total wind stress (b) the SBL-averaged
cross-front velocity u from the model and the observations with the barotropic
geostrophic velocities and Ekman velocities subtracted, (c) as (b) but for the
alongfront velocity v and with an additional v with barotropic and baroclinic
geostrophic velocities, and Ekman velocities subtracted (red curve). Gray-
shaded area in each panel denotes the core frontal region along transect FO2.
5.5. Discussion
A few existing studies have shown that the theoretical scaling of SI dissipation rate is
in good agreement with turbulence observations in the presence of destabilizing sur-
face forcing, i.e. B0 +BE > 0 (Thomas and Taylor, 2010; D’Asaro et al., 2011; Thomas
et al., 2016). However, how SI-turbulence behaves if B0 + BE ≤ 0 remained unclear.
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At the moment, available parameterizations ignore SI-induced mixing if B0 + BE ≤ 0,
assuming a complete shut-down of SI in this case (e.g., Bachman et al., 2017). The
microstructure-based measurements used in this thesis resolve the vertical structure
of SBL turbulence, explicitly showing SI-induced turbulence during the transition to-
wards shear instability (Ri ≈ 1/4). This turbulence is less likely affected by other
near-surface processes due to the protecting effect of stable stratification and its deeper
location of the SBL, remote from the wave-affected near-surface region. These are the
first direct field observations supporting the relevance of symmetric instability under
conditions with a negligible net buoyancy forcing (i.e. B0 + BE ≈ 0) that has so far
rarely been discussed in theoretical and numerical investigations. However, during
daytime, when the magnitude of the stabilizing atmospheric buoyancy flux is larger
than the destabilizing Ekman buoyancy flux, i.e. B0+BE < 0, SI is likely to be replaced
by shear instability (or by a gradual decay of turbulence), suggesting that the diurnal
variability plays an important role in controlling frontal instability.
The high-resolution turbulence measurements within the anticyclonic region of the
front along transect FO2 allow assessing the decay efficacy of kinetic energy of the jet
due to small-scale turbulence. The local profile of kinetic energy of the jet KE(z) for
the anticyclonic side of the core frontal region was computed through
KE(z) = 12 | (v(z) − 〈v〉)
2 |, (5.2)
based on the region-averaged profiles of the observed velocity v(z) and the geostrophic
velocity vg(z) as shown in Figure 5.7a, where 〈 · 〉 indicates the vertical average across
the low-PV layer. Vertically averaging KE(z) yields the averaged frontal 〈KE〉 (per
unit mass) for both v and vg as summarized in Table 5.1 (the different vertical aver-
aging ranges are also provided in this table). Note that since there were only a few
velocity points available within the low-PV layer for calculation, KE(z) was based on
high-resolution linear interpolation of v. Similarly, the region-averaged turbulence dis-
sipation rate profile shown in Figure 5.7d were vertically averaged across the low-PV
layer, yielding the averaged turbulence dissipation rates 〈D〉.
From the averaged kinetic energy of the jet 〈KE〉 and the averaged turbulence
dissipation rate 〈D〉, an estimate of the decay time scale of the jet due to the small-
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The results of this calculation for different cases are summarized in Table 5.1. The
small decay time scale, td = O(1 hour), shows that small-scale turbulence has a strong
dynamical impact on the frontal jet, and also suggests that the system can directly
respond to diurnal changes in the surface forcing. It should be note here that SI is
also fueled by the horizontal shear of the jet, which is different from shear instability,
therefore, implies a second decay time scale from SI that may be larger. This point will
be subject of future research.
Table 5.1.: Vertically averaged parameters for the core frontal region along transect FO2, in-
cluding the kinetic energy 〈KE〉, the dissipation rate 〈D〉, and the decay time scale
td, based on the observed alongfront velocities v and the geostrophic velocity vg
across the deeper part of the low-PV layer (−H < z < −17.5 m, corresponding
to the ADCP range), and the full-depth of the low-PV layer (−H < z < −10 m,
corresponding to the turbulence profile range) additionally for vg.
Velocity Depth range (m) 〈KE〉 (J kg−1) 〈D〉 (W kg−1) td (h)
v −H < z < −17.5 1.88 × 10−4 1.07 × 10−7 0.49
vg −H < z < −17.5 0.88 × 10−4 1.07 × 10−7 0.23
vg −H < z < −10 2.36 × 10−4 1.00 × 10−7 0.65
5.6. Summary
Frontal instability and turbulence in an upwelling filament (Figure 3.1a) were inves-
tigated under conditions of both stabilizing buoyancy forcing (Section 5.3) and negli-
gible net buoyancy forcing (Section 5.4). The data along transect FO1 show a nearly
compensated front during daytime warming, revealing a complete shut-down of SI
due to strongly stabilizing buoyancy forcing (B0 + BE < 0), where turbulence was
mainly driven by wind-forcing. On the other hand, the data along transect FO2 show
a dynamically active front under diurnal warming, characterized by a deep vigorously
turbulent mixing layer, a moderate horizontal buoyancy gradient, and a negligible net
buoyancy forcing (i.e. B0 + BE ≈ 0). The governing processes inside the core frontal
region along transect FO2 with reference to Figure 5.6, corresponding to the range
−3 km < x < 4 km, are summarized in Figure 5.11. On the anticyclonic side of
the front, two subregions with a local peak in turbulence were identified: (i) surface
boundary layer turbulence characterized by strong baroclinicity, stable stratification,
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and conditions favorable for SI (despite the negligible net buoyancy forcing), and (ii)
thermocline turbulence, where the strong cross-front inertial shear plays an essential
role. On the cyclonic side of the front, conditions for SI were less clear, and turbulence
was more likely driven by shear instability.
Figure 5.11.: Sketch of governing processes in the core frontal region (−3 km < x < 4 km):
(i) negligible net buoyancy forcing (B0 + BE ≈ 0), (ii) destabilizing Ekman
transport, ME , (iii) a mixture of SI and shear instability on the anticyclonic
region of the front in the SBL (iv) shear instability on the cyclonic region of
the front in the SBL, and (v) thermocline mixing driven by shear instability
due to inertial oscillations (IO). KHI denotes regions prone to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability.
The core frontal region in the SBL was characterized by fq < 0 and fqbc > 0. This
indicates that the flow is unstable with respect to SI. The vertical shear associated
with the frontal jet brings the Richardson number close to the critical value for shear
instability (Ri = 1/4), indicating a transition from SI to shear instability. The mixture
of SI and shear instability was tightly linked to the high mixing rates in this region. The
small decay time scale of O(1 hour) for the vertical shear of the frontal jet, suggests
a direct and efficient pathway for the down-scale transport of kinetic energy towards
small-scale turbulence and dissipation. More importantly, this short decay time scale
supports a strong diurnal variability of mixing.
A thin turbulent mixing layer was observed in the thermocline, where it was pro-
tected by overlying stable stratification, thus the direct effect of the surface forcing is
expected to be less relevant. The only conceivable generation mechanism for the ob-
served high turbulence levels in the thermocline is shear instability, which is, however,
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not well-resolved by the 8-m vertical bins of the ADCP used in this study. Nonetheless,
the total vertical shear was found to be dominated by the cross-front shear. A slab-
like model suggests that the cross-front shear was excited by large variances in wind
stresses that induced near-inertial oscillations.
The overall conclusion for this chapter is that both “unforced” SI and shear instabil-
ity contribute, with variable proportions depending on the diurnally varying buoyancy
forcing, to energy dissipation in a submesoscale front. This is different from the ther-
mocline region, where turbulence inside a thin mixing layer was driven by a cross-front




Recent theory and numerical simulations suggest submesoscale fronts and filaments
are subject to various types of instabilities, providing a potentially important pathway
for the downscale transport and dissipation of mesoscale energy in the ocean. The
main focus of this thesis was to investigate the real-ocean relevance of these recent
theoretical concepts.
6.2. Conclusion
The investigation was based on field data from two submesoscale upwelling filaments
in the Benguela upwelling system (South-East Atlantic), which combined densely-
spaced cross-front turbulence microstructure measurements with high-resolution ve-
locity measurements taken simultaneously from a towed research catamaran. The ob-
servations were carried out under destabilizing (B0+BE > 0), stabilizing (B0+BE < 0)
and negligible net buoyancy forcing (B0+BE ≈ 0) conditions, allowing an understand-
ing of how energy is transferred in a submesoscale fronts under different buoyancy
forcing.
In the presence of destabilizing surface forcing (B0 + BE > 0), the measurements
revealed a sharp submesoscale front associated with an energetic frontal jet reaching
speeds of up to 1.0 m s−1 at the edge of the upwelling filament, characterized by
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downfront winds, strong horizontal density gradients, and vigorous turbulence. Three
distinct stability regimes were identified:
(i) A 30-35 m deep mixing layer region, where down-front winds induced a vertical
two-layer structure: the upper part of the low-PV layer was characterized by convec-
tive mixing due to the destabilizing cross-front Ekman transport, while in the lower
part (the so-called SI layer) turbulence was driven by forced SI, which extracted the
energy from the kinetic energy of the background flow. Dissipation rates in this region
scaled with the Ekman buoyancy flux, in excellent quantitative agreement with recent
numerical simulations of FSI.
(ii) The cyclonic flank of the main frontal region, where the cyclonic vorticity was
sufficiently strong to suppress SI, despite strong baroclinicity. Turbulence in this region
was locally driven by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
(iii) The anticyclonic flank of the main frontal region, characterized by a Rossby
number of ζ/f ≈ −1 in the presence of weak lateral density gradients. The turbulence
was driven by inertial/symmetric instability, which extracted energy from the potential
energy of the background flow.
These are the first direct field observations that explicitly show the high-resolution
vertical structure of the turbulence associated with forced SI and marginal shear insta-
bility, and captured a mixed type of symmetric/inertial instability. All these instabilities
contribute to the down-scale transport of large-scale energy towards small-scale tur-
bulence and dissipation, supporting recent theory.
The dataset measured in the virtual absence of the net buoyancy forcing (B0+BE ≈
0) exhibit a sharp submesoscale front associated with a frontal jet of 0.6 m s−1, a pro-
nounced cross-front velocity of -0.2 m s−1, and vigorous turbulence. Enhanced tur-
bulence was identified in the SBL and thermocline of the anticyclonic frontal region.
The turbulence in SBL, where characterized by moderate horizontal density gradients,
a deep low-PV layer, and a negative Rossby number, was driven by a mixture of SI
and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, suggesting a transition between these two regimes.
Where it was characterized by a strong cross-front inertial shear, a thin turbulent mix-
ing layer in the thermocline was associated with shear instability triggered by wind-
forced inertial oscillations. These are the first direct field observations that focus on
unforced frontal instability and turbulence, which is inconsistent with the argument
from previous studies that SI in the SBL can only be sustained under conditions with
destabilizing buoyancy forcing.
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Finally, the measurements obtained in the presence of stabilizing buoyancy forcing
(B0 + BE < 0) reveal virtually no lateral buoyancy gradients and weak downfront
winds, resulting in a complete shut-down of frontal instabilities, and showing that
the turbulence in this case is driven by wind forcing. This suggests that the diurnal
variability plays an important role in controlling frontal instability and associated tur-
bulence.
Overall, the observations of this thesis provide direct evidence of the relevance
of forced/unforced SI, ISI, and marginal shear instability for energy dissipation in
submesoscale fronts and filaments, supporting the recent relevant theoretical concepts.
6.3. Outlook
There are several questions and challenges remaining at the end of this thesis which I
hope to pursue in the future. In the following, points for future work are listed.
As shown in Figure 4.4c, a pronounced turbulent mixing layer within a narrow
region down to 40 m depth was found inside the upwelling filament at approximately
x = 2 − 3 km, close to the submesoscale front on the southern flank of the filament.
Frontal instability and surface forcing seem to be less relevant to these sharp strongly
turbulent mixing layers because of the virtual absence of baroclinicity, vorticity and the
presence of stable stratification. As the data contained only a few profiles in this region
and were measured in one direction (i.e a two-dimensional transect), diagnosing the
source of the turbulence becomes difficult. Thus, it still remains unclear what the
dominant processes of mixing are in this region. This would be an interesting focus
for a further study.
In Chapter 5, a symmetrically unstable front and the cross-front shear associated
with inertial oscillations in the SBL and the thermocline are separately discussed in sec-
tion 5.4.2 and section 5.4.3. As suggested by Thomas et al. (2016), a potential interac-
tion between a symmetrically unstable front and an inertial shear leads to a reduction
of stratification, which makes the extraction of kinetic energy from the background
flow under SI conditions more efficient. However, this process is time-dependent. As
there was only one transect available, the data in this region are temporally limited,
which makes studying in this transient process impossible. Therefore, it remains un-
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clear how transient inertial shear effects the symmetrically unstable front. This would
be another point for a further study.
Another interesting point in Chapter 5 is the reduction of cross-front velocity in
the core frontal region shown in Figure 5.4c. This velocity reduction event is possi-
bly associated with submesoscale mixed layer instability (Haine and Marshall, 1998;
Boccaletti et al., 2007). This instability acts to draw potential energy from lateral den-
sity gradients and then converts it into eddy kinetic energy, and ultimately triggers an
ageostrophic secondary circulation (See Figure 2.1), restratifying the mixed layer. An





(where C = 0.08 is a model constant) proposed by Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) has been
widely used in diagnosing the presence of mixed layer instability (e.g., Mahadevan
et al., 2010; Köhn et al., 2017). Using the representative values of H = −40 m,
M2 = 3.2 × 10−7 s−2, and f = −6.6 × 10−5 rad s−1 for the frontal region along with
transect FO2, gives a non-negligible value of BMLI = −2.0 × 10−7 m2 s−3, implying
mixed layer instability may be present. However, further analysis is required. The
competition between stabilizing and destabilizing processes may form another further
study.
The focus of this thesis is on frontal instability and energy dissipation in subme-
soscale fronts, mainly paying attention to the deeper part of the SBL, where stable
stratification is sufficiently strong to host frontal instability and quell surface turbu-
lence. Based on Large Eddy Simulations, Hamlington et al. (2014) demonstrated a
potential interaction between SI and Langmuir turbulence, and found that small-scale
turbulence is amplified in the presence of Stokes forcing. This process, however, can-
not be well-understood based on the observations in this thesis, as the data have a
spatial resolution of a few hundred meters, and the upper 10 m of the data is always
discarded due to ship effects. Thus these limitations make resolving a coherent struc-
ture of Langmuir turbulence impossible. So far, studies have rarely provided direct
observations of co-existence of Langmuir turbulence and symmetric instability. It is
worthwhile to discuss the real-ocean relevance of this recent concept based on data




Accuracy of satellite SSH data
As an offset between features is seen in SST and SSH in the vicinity of the filament
FC (black box in SIunits.dtx 3.1a), it is important to clarify the data quality of the
SSH data that were used in the thesis, especially in the coastal upwelling cell. The
measurement uncertainty of the AVISO product we used in our study is described in
the CMEMS Quality Information Document (QUID) at http://marine.copernicus.eu/
documents/QUID/CMEMS-SL-QUID-008-032-062.pdf. There, the uncertainty is es-
timated from a comparison with independent measurements from TOPEX-Poseidon.
(Figure A.1) below shows the variances of the differences between both products for
the Benguela upwelling region, based on the data directly from the AVISO team, shown
in Figure 10 of the QUID document. It turns out that errors are not elevated in the
vicinity of coastal upwelling cell, despite its proximity to the coast, with an average
variance of 3.2 cm2 across the area shown in (Figure A.1). This corresponds to an RMS
of 1.8 cm, which is about 20 % of the SSH range in the vicinity of the two eddies in
the filament region. The error is thus significant but too small to obscure the true SSH
structure associated with these eddies. An offset between the features seen in SST and
SSH thus can be argued that it is caused by the large resolution mismatch (1 km vs.
25 km) between two datasets.
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Figure A.1.: Variances of the differences between gridded AVISO SSH product and inde-
pendent TOPEX–Poseidon along-track measurements using the DUACS DT2018




As the catamaran was towed at a distance of 100-150 m behind the ship, moving
among the surface waves, the velocity data collected from catamaran-mounted ADCP
(CADCP) is needed to be corrected. The velocity data from the 75-kHz vessel-mounted
ADCP (VADCP), which were always available during the entire campaign, were there-
fore taken as the reference. The following three steps demonstrate how the CADCP
data were corrected with VADCP data as the reference.
Step 1. To ensure the consistency of vertical resolution for both data sets, CADCP
data, obtained with the uppermost bin located 4.5 m below the surface in 2-m vertical
bins, were vertically averaged across the VADCP data collected in the water column
below 17.5 m depth in 8-m vertical bins.
Step 2. For the comparison, the relative velocity of the CADCP, urelc , was computed
by subtracting catamaran’s moving velocity, umvc , from the absolute velocity of the
ocean current, uabsc , i.e. u
rel
c = uabsc − umvc . Similarly, the relative velocity, urelv , from the
VADCP data was computed through urelv = uabsv − umvv .
Step 3. Finally, the relative velocity components from both datasets were compared
to obtain the rotated angle for the CADCP correction. The comparison results were
summarized in Table B.1. Based on the available data, it is suggested that the CADCP
needs to be rotated with an angle of 313.0 ◦. Figure B.1 shows an excellent agreement
between the velocities from the VADCP and the corrected CADCP.
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Table B.1.: The least Root Mean Square of Difference (RMSD, unit: m s−1) between velocity
data from two ADCPs by rotating CADCP data with the optimal angle in VADCP
sampling depths. Data below 73.5 m depth were not considered due to large data
missing.
Depth (-m) Optimal angle (◦) RMSD u RMSD v Data missing (%)
17.5 314.2 0.11 0.12 0
25.5 313.0 0.10 0.13 0
33.5 313.0 0.10 0.13 0
41.5 312.8 0.11 0.14 0
49.5 312.3 0.10 0.14 0
57.5 312.4 0.10 0.13 0
65.5 312.8 0.10 0.13 0
73.5 313.3 0.10 0.13 0
81.5 313.8 0.10 0.13 31
89.5 312.3 0.07 0.09 65
97.5 311.8 0.05 0.06 88
Average (17.5-73.5 m) 313.0 0.10 0.13 –
Figure B.1.: Comparison of velocity data between two ADCPs in geographical-based u and v
components for -17.5, -41.5, and -73.5 m.
Appendix C.
Isopycnal averaging procedure
While averaging the parameters horizontally at constant depths across the thermo-
cline, the lateral spatial information is generally lost because of the up and down
movements of isopycnals. To eliminate this bias, it is useful to implement horizontally
isopycnal-averaging. This method takes densities as the reference frame for the verti-
cal coordinate instead of water depths, thus the coordinates become (x, y, σθ). In the
following, an example based on the data shown in Section 5.4.3 is demonstrated here.
The data used for laterally averaging along isopycnals, ranging from the upper
limit ρup = 25.57 kg m−3 defined as the first non-titled isopycnal starting from the
surface and lower limit ρlo = 25.83 kg m−3 defined as an arbitrary isopycnal below the
thermocline where the stratification was relatively small as indicated by pink lines in
Figure 5.8. The isopycnal layers are constructed with densities ρi reaching from ρup
to ρlo with 20 intervals. For each density profile, the local depth of isopycnals zi were
computed corresponding to the densities ρi. While the ρi are constant, the zi will be
different for each profile. Using an interpolation scheme to transform the parameters
(e.g. N2 and ε) from their original z-positions to the zi. The N2i and εi are then
the values of N2 and ε at the isopycnal layers with density ρi. The interpolated data
averaged along isopycnal layers for each index i over the different profiles denoted
with a bracket 〈 · 〉. For example, if the εi are the values corresponding to the ρi, then
〈εi〉 is the isopycnal average of ε over different profiles. Same averaging procedure
for the zi, the mean vertical position of isopycnal 〈zi〉 can be computed. Finally, 〈εi〉
and 〈N2i 〉 as a function of 〈zi〉 are shown in Figure 5.9a,b for comparison with 8-m
vertical averaging. Note here that quantities are renamed as 〈ερ〉, 〈N2ρ 〉, and 〈zρ〉 in
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